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House Speaker Elected

Sanchez Wins After
Samberson Declines

Jeff Alcxaodcr

SPEAKER: Ray Sanchez, D-Bernalillo, savors his new role as Speaker of the State House of
Representatives. Sanchez was unanimously elected to his post in Santa Fe Monday after the
surprise withdraw/ of Gene Samberson.

Anaya Proposes Tax Increase
SANTA FE (UPI) - Gov. Toney Anaya presented
his 1983-84 budget proposal to the Legislature Tuesday, .seeking a General Fund <Ippropriation of $1.24
billion and a $187 million tax increase.
Anaya's proposal is about$100 million more than the
$1.15 billion recommended by the Legislative Finance
Committee.
The budget that is finally approved has historically
been somewhere between the two pror)osa1s.
Both Anaya and the LFC mentioned the need to keep
a close eye on the state's pocketbook this year in an
attem~t to help New Mexico weather its current gloomy
financtal forecast.
And Anaya said a tax increase - estimated to bring

an extra $J86,990,000 to st,ate coffers during the upcoming fiscal year - would help insure New Mexico
can stay in the black.
Anaya's tax-increase plan comes in a two-pronged
attack: raising those taxes that were cut by the 1981
Legislature to pre-tax cut levels, and introducing tax
reform legislation to increase the efficiency of the state
tax system.
While Anaya calls his proposal regarding the 1981
tax reduction law a deferral, it really amounts to a tax
increase since the law i& already in effect. One phase of
the tax cut package has not yet been implemented, so he
actually could defer that. The others, however, are an
increase.
contlnuedon.pege3

State Budget Deficit May Lead
To .Higher Yearly Tuition Hike
By Laura Tolley
The Legislative Finance Committee Tuesday recommended a t 0 percent tuition increase to be considered by the State Legislature while
the Board of Educational Finance
has recommended a 5 petcent increase.
Associated Students of New Mexico President Michael Gallegos said
thatthere "is no doubt" thatthehigh
increase is in response to projected
state deficits.
The LFC traditionally tries to
keep the tuition increase comparable
with the increasing cost of higher
education, Gallegos said, which has
an average yearly increase of I 0 percent.

He added that the LFC is the most available for comment.
The LFC's recommendation will
influential interim committee and
the Legislature often •'heeds their now go the the House and Senate and
then will be assigned to the the
advice.
"We will .not accept LFC's re- appropriate standing committees.
commendation~" Gallegos· said,
Gallegos said he expects support
adding that ASUNM's Lobby Committee will try to convince the frotn Gov. Toney Anaya and mem•
Legislature to accept the BEF re- bers of the house and senate. "We
had strong support last year from
commendation.
ASUNM Victl-President DanSer- Sen. Tom Rutherford (Who is chair. rano said, "We will fight this in- man of the subcommittee on higher
crease (LCF' s proposal) very hard.'' education) and Sen. Alex MarGallegos said thllt Serrano has tinez. u
been designated spokesman for the
Last year the LFC recommended
ASUNM Lobby Committee "so that
the flow of information can be con- a 10 percent increase and a 5 percent
increase was approved.
trolled."
"The LFC is very conservative
Lobby Committee Chairman
Mark Duran was in Santa Fe and not because John Mershon was chair-~
man.'' Gallegos said. Mershon's
resignation from the Legislature was
made effective Tuesday. Senator
Alex Martinez is the new LFC
chairman.
Before the Legislature's first ~es
REGISTRATION DEAD·
sion Tuesday, Anaya proposed "the
LINES:
submittal of a constitutional amcndSee Page 3. BERTHOLD
rllent to the Voters to increase the
membership on the board of regents
ON PEROVICH:
of higher education institutions from
SHPagll4.
the current five members to nine
LAST CITY APPEARANCE:
members.''
S..Page 13
Anaya said that larger boards
WOMEN BACK IN TOWN:
could mote aptly balance the diverse
needs and interests of their institu·
SHPage 14.
tions.

SANTA FE (UPI) - Rep. Ray Sanchez, D-Aibuquerque, was unanimously elected House Speaker Tuesday following the surprise withdrawal of
conservative Rep. Gene Samberson,
·
Samb~rson, a .Lovingt~n Democrat who hel.d the speaker's post .since
1979, sa!d he d~c1ded to ~tth.draw from the race Just before t~e convening of
Tuesday s sesston, the ftrst m the 60-day Legislature.
The move surprised many legislative observors who expected a tight race
between Samberson, supported by the coalition of conservative Democrats
and Republicans that had controlled the House, and Sanchez, backed by
liberal Democrats.
Sanchez said he learned of Samberson's decision as he was entering
the House chambers.
Samberson said he decided to
withdraw when he felt he did not
have enough support to win the election.
"When you don't have the votes,
you don't need to run people over the
cliff," he said.
Samberson's decision to withdraw from the race saved a vote that
could have caused problems for
coalition members who supported
the conservative speaker. Samberson's withdrawat'assured Sanchez's
election, and individual lawmakers
did not have to .indicate who they
would have chosen if Samberson
had stayed in the race.
The move to elect Sanchez by
acclamation was greeted with a
standing ovation from a cheering, •
packed House floor and gallery.
Sanchez told the House the move
Jeff Al•x•nder
to unite behind his election was "a
GENE D. SAMBERSON
credit to your office and your
party.''
He said he expected the two factions to battle over certain issues but hoped
aU the defeats could be handled as well as Samberson's withdrawal.
Rep. Ted Asbury, an Albuquerque Democrat who recently announced his
support of Samberson, said he thought the move represented.an effort to end
House infighting that could damage efforts to solve the state's current
economic troubles.
"Historically, the speaker's battle has extended and inhibited the ability of
the Legislature to meet the needs of New Mexicans. They (the coalition
members) recognized how important it is to have a Legislature that can work
in harmony," he said.
contlnuedonfHige 3

In today's Lobo:

.
·
J,;,: cu,·arcuu
O•''D 'Pft~'N
•. u~1 .resident• ~nterroglited arti•t tui• Jiminez ab·
out ht• 'Southwes_t_~_reta," • scuiP.ture_ plirtililly paid for
by the city that will-~ placed In Tiguex Parlt. Questions
have been ral•ed by ctty residents, including Mayor #tin·
ney, about how appropriate the work Is for the Old Town

area.
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P.entagon Proposes
Weapons for Space

LADIES NIGHT
6 games $1.00
Every Wednesday 5pm-11pm
Ladies & Guest
get 6 games for $1.00
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WASHINGTON - The Pentagon has directed prep11rations to
"wage war effectively" from outer
space and barred the signing of any
treaty banning space-based
weapons, which "add a new dimension to our military capabilities.''
A secret 136-page document
urges that an·anti-satellite (ASAT)
weapon "sh9uld achieve" operational status by fiscal 1987 and
orders the Air Force to devise concepts about how it could be used in a
prolonged strategic war.
Tile directive orders the Defense
Department ''as a matter of priority
. . . (to) accelerate those areas of
technology offering the potential for
significant military aqvantage and
develop those space systems that
have been shown to enhance the
U.S. military balance of power."
The document, titled "Fiscal
1984-1988 Defense Guidance,"
sets forth policy, strategic, spending
and planning priorities during that
five-year period and reflects the
thinking of the Pentagon and officials of the National Security Council within the White House.
It is accompanied by a covering
memorandum dated March 22,
1982, and signed by Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger. It was made
available to United Press International by sources familiar with defense issues.
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Previous administrations have not
empha$ized the military uses of
space in the same way as the framers
of the guidance document, who ''are
determined to exploit the technology" now available to weapons and
space engineers, the sources said.
''The Department of Defense will
vigorously pursue technology and
systems development to allow the
launch and operation of space systems both to provide responsive support and to project force in and from
space as needed," the document
said.
It did not spell out by what means
space-based systems would "project force. "
"Space-based systems have the
capability of providing us wit~
almost instantaneous access to any
point on the globe and thereby add a
new dimension to our military capabilities," the document said.
With the exception of an ASAT
device under development,. the
document appeared deliberately
vague about types of space systems
that should be developed for use
against an adversary.
A space-based system would indicate an orbiting weapon, unlike the
ASAT now under development- a
missile that can be launched into
space from an F-15 fighter. Pentagon officials have said the Soviet
Union is ahead of the United States
in developing satellite hunterkillers.
But space-bused laser or particle
beam weapons are thought by the
former chief of Air Force research
and development, Lt. Gen. Kelley
Burke, to be 20 years from reality
because of their complexity and the
weight of their power source.
The document termed an ASAT
weapon "an essential ingredient" of
President Reagan's $180 billion
strategic modernization program
announced in October 1981,
although it was not included in the
plan presented publicly.
But the document makes it clear
space is the new frontier for
weapons of the future and explicitly
bars signing of any treaty that would
prevent their development.

Farmers Protest
Low Prices Corn
MEXICO CITY- A group of
Mexican cooperative farmers
threatened Tuesday to withhold
their com harvests from the government's commodity agency
unless farm authorities hike the
guarantcred price I00 percent.
"We are the object of triple
exploitation," charged the
7 ,000-member Lazaro Cardenas
Cooperative Farmers. Union in an
ad in Mexico City'.s Uno Mas
Uno newspaper.
The farmers, from the western
state of Nayarit, charged they are
exploited through high costs for
seeds and fertilizers, low prices
for their harvests and skyrocketing inflation at the consumer
level.
The farmers group said they
would refuse to sell 50,000 tons
of com to the govemmentowned
commodity agency, known as
CONASUPO, unless they received a I 00 percent increase in
the guaranteed price of com.
"If we are not given a solution
to our problem, we will not tum
our product over to CONASUPO
wharehouses," the farmers' ad
said.
"Our problem is not regional,
it is a problem that affects all
farmers in our country," they
charged, explaining that CONASUPO pays them $57 for a ton
of corn, while their cost is closer
to $70 per ton.
But a CONASUPO spokesman said there was little the agency, one of Mexico's largest,
could do to solve the problem.
''Unforunately, this is not
CONASUPO's responsiblity.
despite the fact that we apply the
prices," the spokesman said, explaining officials from several
ministries will meet in March to
determine pfice increases for
guaranteed prices.
Most farmers are obligated to
sell their harvests to the government in exchange for the lowcost farm loans credits they received.

THE WORLD"S BEST
AVIATION TRAINING
College grads are needed to pilot, navigate, and maintain the
most sophisticated aircraft in the world. All majors consi·
dered. No experience necessary. Can apply before gradua·
tion. Up to age 31.

10:00am to 4:00pm

TYPING SERV·ICE
doubl.e spec a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S 1.00/page
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S3.50/page
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• .As an Aviation Intelligence specialist you will get involved
w1th analysts of foreign capabilities, photo reconaissance and
recognition of foreign equipment.
·
'

• As a Navy Pilot you will fly the most advanced aircraft ever
developed.
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• As a Naval Flight Officer you Will operate the sophisticated
electronics and computers in the Navy's newest jets.
, • As an Aeronautical Engineer you will manage the support
systems that maintain the operation of the Navy's finest air•
craft.
Excellent. training. and promotional oppo•~lUnities. World
travel. 30•days paid vacationannually. Salary up to $33 000
after four years. For more information call 766•3895. '

In a move to serve non-traditional
students .<1nd those considering returning to school, the University of
New Mexico Women's Center will
offer evening counseling hours during the spring semester.
The service is free and inG!udcs
vocational and personal counseling
and preliminary academic counseling for returning students.
The hours are 5 p.m. Tuesdays
and 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. Wednesdays.
Landra White, counselor at the
Women's Center, said they are unable to do extensive personal
counseling for persons not affiliated
with UNM, but the Center can refer
people to the appropriate community resources.
Working with White is Claudia de
Lorenzo, a graduate student completing her master's degree in guidance and counseling at UNM.
"The evening hours are related to
the University's efforts to serve the
non-traditional student, so students
who work full time and take evening
classes will have the same services
that daytime students have," White
said.
To make an appointment, call the
Women's Center at 277-4716.

spring semester, students should
keep in mind the following deadlines at the Registration Center
when working out their schedules:
Jan. 21 Registration ends.
Jan. 28 Last day to add classes or
change sections.
Feb. 11 Last day for changes in
grading option.
Feb. 25 Last day for course drops
without approval or grade.
The Registration Center is located at Bandelier Hall East. It is

p.m., Monday through Thursday, and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. pn
Friday.
Tuition is due before registering. The cashier's office is open
during January from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m., Monday through Thursday, and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday.
This week the UNM Bookstore is open on Wednesday from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m., on Thursday
and Friday from 8 a.m. to5 p.m.,
and on Saturday from 9 a.m. to' I
p.m.

$1.50

OPEN 7 DAYS

Buy4Tokens
Get4Freel

Frl 3·11
Sat 10-11
Sun 1D-10
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Anaya's budget proposal,refers to
his actions to reduce state spending
for the remainder of the current fiscal year, which ends June 30, so the
state can meet and expected $165
million shortage of revenues.
"These severe budget reductions
and restraints, and the use of part of
the state's reserves, will be sufficient to get the state through the cur·
rent fiscal year," his budget proposal states. "However, they will not
be sufficient in themselves to balance the budget next fiscal year,
while still providing an adequate
level of services- education,
health, highways, economic development, environmental protection and others - required for the
w~ll being of all New Mexicans."
Some of Anaya's tax proposals
arc:
- Raising the personal income
tax to pre-1981 levels, an increase of
33.3 percent. Anaya proposes to
raise the taxes until July I , 1985.
The tax hike is expected to earn the
state an extra $80.5 million in the
next fiscal year.
~ Raising noh-res'idential property taxes to pre-198llevels. Again,
this would be a two-year increase
expected to bring an extra $48 ~il·
lion the next fiscal year.
- Requiring estimated corporate
income tax payments to bring an
additional $12 million.
~ Place limitations on corporate
reporting methods to bring in an indeterminate amount of money.
~ Create uniform statewide
gross receipts and compensating tax
rates and additional distributions to
local governments for an extra $25
million next fiscal year.
~ Increase the insurance lax to 4
percent. This would apply to premiums written in 1984 and subsequent years.
~ Limit the solar irrigation tax
credit to bring in $1 million,

13317 CENTRAl NE

continued from page 7

He said the decision by Rep. Max
Coli, D-Santa Fe, to switch from the
Republican Party and support Sanchez "put things in a different
light."
Sanchez agreed, "It made it obvious I had the votes."
Coli said he hoped his announced
support had helped Sanchez's
efforts but said he wasn't sure what
effect it had. He attributed Sanchez's success to "the graciousness
ofMr. Samberson."

ATTENTION
HEALTH
PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy .is seeking applicants for positions In the following:
• Medical School Scholarships Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps - BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportunities
for growth and development. Full range of duty assignments. OVerseas travel. Specialties such as operating room management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrios and gynecology. Continued
education and specialization opportunities. Up to$31,500 in 4 years.
Excellent benefits. 30-days paid vacation annually.
For more lnform.tlon

caii711-3U5.
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-Modify liquor taxes to bring in
an additional $1.08 million.
Anaya's budget also calls for a
special appropriation of $14.6 million for economic development.
"The governor's program for the
state's economy proposes to spend
money on programs thl!t will create
jobs, attract industry and promote
tourism," the bUdget proposal
states. "A major component of the
program involves the development
of New Mexico as a high tcchno~gy
center."
The LFC document said the re~
venue estimates for the 1983-84 fiscal year may be too optimistic. To
help combat a deficit next year, the
LFC recomm_ended a three-step
approach to state spending.
At the beginning of the fiscal
year, between 90percent and 95 percent of the appropriation of each
agency would be made available.
At the beginning of the second
quarter of the fiscal year, 2 percent
to 5 percent would become available. ln the third quarter, the remaining 2 percent to 5 percent
would become available.
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Frank Welch Condemns Media·... ·
By 'Dennis P<Jhlman

--Editorial---

Spy Shops contract
Moonlighting Profs

BLOOM

COUNTY
~~y·Berke

Breatbecl

WASHINGTON - In the movie Raiders of the Lost Ark, archaeoligist Indiana
Jone~ temporarily gives up the monastic life of a college professor to run a small
errand for the government. At the request of American intelligence officers he
agrees to track down the "covenant of the ark," lest it fall into Nazi hands.
The story is pure fiction, right? Hardly. Even today, the CIA maintans se~ret
operations on many American campuses, contracting professors to steer fore_1gn
students toward agency employment and to perform covert research and techmcal
duties.
Unfortunately, like the lost ark, the full story of CJA involvement on campus
may be eternally destined to government secrecy. A U.S. court of a~~~ls has
ruled that the CIA had neither to confirm nor deny such campus activities.

The court said that "To admit that the CIA had such contacts at (UCLA) would
allow foreign intelligence agencies to try to zero in and identify specifically what
was the nature of those relationships, or with whom," the court declared.
Yet, thought itsidesteped the details, the court acknowledged that the CIA uses
professors and students as "intelligence sources" and for recruiting and research
purposes. On one hand, of course, little imagination is rc~uired to surmise that the
agency relics. on well-traveled and well-read academics for analyses of, for
example leftist politics in Europe, Africa or Latin America. On the other, the
depth of CIA infiltration can boggle th~ mind: "Sp7ci~l relationships" have led
the agency to systematically harass fore1gh student dissidents at some schools and
subcontract the brainpower of entire departments at others.
In 1976 the Senate Intelligence Committee estimated that the agency was
operating on more than 100 campuses; three times as many professors were in
some way connected. The Campaign for Political Rights, a Washington-based
coalition which works to end covert operations at home and abroad, estimates that
the numbers may be as high today.
To be sure, the court's ruling will freeze the flow of new information about
campus operations.
Yet, the court has also endorsed a program which runs counter to the goals of
American colleges and universities. Central to the notion of "the academy" are
the long-standing principles of intellectual.honesty, open exchange of ideas and
freedom from persecution for pol~tical beliefs. ~ile these cert~inly. ~ary f~om
school to school, they serve as the 1deal toward whtch all good umvcrstlles stnve;
professors who secretly moonlight for the government's spy shops noi only
corrupt these principles, but poison the aspirations of students and colleagues.
Were it on lhe up-and-up, professorial relationships with American Intelligence agencies might not differ much from the research and recruiting service
perfonned regularly for corporations, think tanks and even other government
agencies (despite the fact a House subcommittee has charged the intellig~nce
agencies with having little respect for intellectual honesty, preferring to manipulate evidence to their own designs).
Yet we wonder .how those academics who double as operatives can justify their
contributions to an agency w.hich, from time to time, has been found to overthrow
governments, assassinate public figures and employ questionable methods for
equally questionable ends. It seems particularly curious for a college professor to
rationalize services for the CIA if only because the dirty work would be executed
by someone else.

Perovich Appointment
Gets Worldwide Reaction
by Richard Berthold

Uy Maxwell Glen
and Cody Shearer

The court's decision was a personal defeat for I 975 UCLA graduate Nathan
Gardcls who spent the last seven years gathering 600 government d~cuments in
the hope of outlining CIA activity at his school and others. Gardels behev~s secret
recruiting and research by professors fonhc CIA makes a mockery of the Ideals of
a modem, open university.

---Opinion---

Wtu 1
GU655IAM.

I

During the break reactions to the selection of John. Per~>Vich as
permanent interim president of UNM have been pounng In, and I
thought you might like to hear what local and world leaders are
saying about the Regents' choice.
TONEY ANAYA (governor): "Perovich? Is that a Chicano name?"
RONALD REAGAN (actor): "The UNM leadership is NOT in clis·
array."
TIP O'NEI.LL (W.C. Fields look-alike): "The Democrats are not responsible."
.
.
.
GARY COLSON (UNM basketball coach): "We tn Athlettcs look
forward to a continuation of the spirit of cooperation established by
the Davis administration."
GORDON SANDERS (local comic): "What's a UNM?"
WILLIAM E. DAVIS (ex-president of UNM): "Could you repeat the
question, please?"
JERRY FALWELL (Christian fanatic): "Perovich? Is that a Communist name?"
ALICE (famous child): "Curiouser and curiouserl"
ANASTASIO SOMOZA (Ex-owner of Nicaragua): "Why wasn't I
called?"
MICHAEL GALLEGOS (ASUNM president): "I understand there
was some trouble with the ballots."
RICHARD BERTHOLD (chair .of Classical History): "What, me
worry?"
.
. .
.BRUCE KING (ex-governor): "Why, he's a cute little feller."
LECH WALE SA (Solidarity leader): "You guys need a union bad."
LEONARD DELAYO (superintendent of public schools): "He hasn't
taken the new reading course. This could be a problem."
YURl ANDROPOV (head of USSR): "Congratulations on eliminating your cult of personality. Long live the collective leadership of your
Regents Bureau!"
JOE MORRISON (football coach): ''Who cares? I'm leaving."
POPE JOHN PAUL II (medeival figure): "Perovich? Is that a Bulgarian name?"
RODNEY DANGERFIELD (philosopher): "He won't get no respect."
DAVID COLTON (dean of education): "Does he take attendance and
use audio-visual aids?"
STEVE KRAMER (president, Faculty Follies): "Eh bien! La Faculfe
mange encoremerde. Parfaitementl C'est notre devoir sacr'e,"
MANUEL LUJAN (rich Hispanic): "If he's one of my constitutents,
he'll get all my help."
McALLISTER HULL (associate provost): "I'm in charge. here!"
JOHN PEROVICH (UNM president): "Why me, Lord?"

START TALKING.
Steamed about waiting in long lines?
Love your new physics professor?
Got a beef with the newspaper?

The ability of tile medi& to hi\ie
behind the mask of freedom of
speech is one of the plagues of
democratic society, according to
former University of Albuquerque
President Frank Welch, who spoke
Tuesday before a meeting of the
Albuquerque Advertising Federation.
Welch chastisect The Albuquerque Journal, and the University of

to represent many more by filming
scenes that include curious bystanders and students from UNM. He
added that at no time were the muchpublicized protests representative of
the true feelings of U of A students,
whom he said overwhelmingly supported his positions.
Welch, referring to himself as
"an agent of radical change," said
that most of his difficulties at the
university were due to his effectiveness as a financial manager. "The
changes which that university
needed had to be sharp, quick and
deep," Welch said, adding that the
changes he enacted caused some unhappiness, but that drastic measures
were necessary to pull U of A out of
the red. Welch said an audit by independent accountants due to be re·
leased next week would show once
and for all his ability to tum I0 years
of red ink around.

The U of A is now the most wellknown school in the state, Welch
said. "You may not like the image
the school has now, but a virtually
unknown school some thought
sleepy and quiet is now known
everywhere."
Welch said there are many ways
to measure success, and, at least in
his opinion, he was successful as
president.
"I may not have had much support in the media, but I still have my
credibility with the people that really
matter," Welch said,
As for the future, Welch said he
was considering a variety of options.
He said he could again serve as a
university president, try the corporate world or go into busin.ess for
himself. 'Til be keeping my options
open for the time being," Welch
said.
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ONLY
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For the Finest Selection of
Unique N(ltural Fiber Imported Fashions
at the Lowest Prices in New Mexico,

101 Cornell SE
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266-0211
VISA & MASTERCARD WELCOME!

FRANK WELCH
New Mexico during his sp~cch, one
of his first opportunities to reply to
his critics since his resignation from
the U of A Jan. 10.
Welch, in the public eye for
almost his entire 16-month tenure at
the Catholic university, characterized the American media as "seldom taking a stand on anything"
and "apparently unable or unwilling
to provide truly unbiased coverage
of news events."
Welch said he hop~d to someday
see a press arise in the United States
that can express itself under the freedom of speech without taking the
license to print half-truths and unverified material proporting to be a
factual record of events.
·
The former university president
pointed to several events during his
tenure which he said were distortions of the truth. He said the U of A
student protests of December I982
were an example of how the media
can make 20 unhappy stud~nts seem

Say it in a letter to the editor. There is space
reserved for you in the Daily Lobo, right here
on the Forum page.
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a
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We want t? hear what you have to say.
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Officials' Fight Not Yet Sunk in State Water Battle
(UPl)- A University of New
Me1lico economist said a court decision allowing the city of El Paso,
Texas, to buy water in southern New
Mexico could have a significant economic impact on the state.
Lee Zink, head of UNM's Applied Research Services, was one of
several economists and officials
reacting to the ruling by U.S. District Judge Howard Bratton, who
held that water is an article of commerce and said a New Mexico law
blm:king its export violated the U.S.
Constitution.
Manuel Lujan Jr., R-N.M., said
Tuesday he would introduce what he
called remedial legish1tion if the decision is upheld through the courts.
The state is considering an appeal.
Lujan, ranking Republican on the
House Interior Committee, said
stutes should be able to control their
own- wutcr resources and said he
opposed attempts to make wa~er an
article of commerce. He sa1d he
planned a major conference on the
issue in Albuquerque this spring.

Bratton rejected arguments . by
Zink said officials were studying Mesilla Basin. Officials said the city
the ramifications of the 36-pagc needed some 296,000 acre-feet New Mexico that the ban was Imupinion, ''but l do believe the ruling yearly to meet the demands of pro· posed to protect a natural resource,
that water was not an article of comcould have a tremendous impact on jccted future growth,
the state, especially in the south,
where wntcr i~ scarce for many communities.
"It's as if all the water in the state
were in a cup," he said. "It's all
allocated to ~omeonc or other. and if
someone from another state takes it
away, that means there's that much
Troubled people have a new neuropsychologist and member of
less for the people in this state to source of help in the University of the psychology department's clinicusc."
New Mexico Department of al faculty.
University staff and faculty memJames Garvin, director of the state Psychology clinic.
bers,
as well as local residents, may
in
Advanced
graduate
students
Economic Development Division,
said he has been in touch with firms clinical psychology, supervised by also be treated at the clinic. Fees are
he said were considering locating faculty members, provide on a sliding scale.
"The purpose of the clinic is,
psychotherapy and behaviorbetween El Paso and Las Cruces.
first,
training and, second, remodification
therapy
at
the
clinic,
"I'm .not sure at thi.s time exactly
Rhodes said. "Part of
search,"
1010
University
Blvd.
NE.
what their water needs are or
Most clinic patients are referred training includes teaching our stuwhether this might pose a problem,
but it's something I'll have to con- by other agencies, and UNM stu- dents that the patients or clients
sider quite carefully,'' Garvin said. dents make up a large part of the come first. So it's really a service
caseload, said the clinic's acting function."
El Paso challenged the New Mex- director, Dr. John M. Rhodes, a
Rhodes and eight colleagues arc
ico ban of exporting groundwater in
an effort to obtain water rights in the

Psychology Clinic Prapares Graduates
With Practical Experience and Studies

We Hove o Lot to OHer
•
•
•
•

Women in lAfond Cultures
Her Own Voice: Dlock Women Wtiters
La Chicano: Contemporary Issues
Contemporary Feminist Theory
For information on these or
ony other courses co/1277-~854

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, January 22
9 am
Room 253 SUB
Coffee and Doughnuts
Will Be Served
All graduate students welcome

Probl~m

Heating a
By Dennis Pohlman

WOMEN STUDIES

merce and that a state's authority
over its water was a governmental
function outside the meaning of the
commerce clause.

Problems of too little or too much
heat will Ekely continue for residents in University of New Mexico
dormitories, according to Housing
and Food Services Director Robert
Schulte.
Schulte explained that while the
comfort of dormitory residents is the
No. I concern for his office, it is
simply not possible to regulate the
heat in a way that will please everybody in the seven separate residence
halls of varying ages and constructiun.
''We do what we can to insure the
comfort and safety of our residents," Schulte said, noting that exploratory studies arc beginning to
determine the cost of certain technical improvements designed to improve energy efficiency.
"Just how much of a capital outlay we would need to bring all of our
buildings in line with conservation
efforts campus-wide, I simply don't
know at this point," Schulte said.
The director said it takes nearly

$750,000 a year to pay utility bills
for Housing and Food Services, excluding telephone bills. While it is
clear that all the residence halls do
not operate in the most energyefficient manner, modernization
may be more expensive than UNM
can afford now, he said.
Schulte added that high utility
bills have often been the reason his
office charges higher rates to dorm
residents, and as long as costs continue to rise, rates will have to rise
also, he said.
Rates for the spring semester
range from $817 to more than
$1,000, depending on the size of
room • .number of occupants and
meal ticket choice.
About I, 700 students will live in
the residence halls this spring, with
another 450 to 600 students in the
200 apartments UNM maintains for
married student housing.
The number of students opting for
dorm housing has risen over the past
several years, Schulte added, speculating that .the cause may be off.
campus living costs.

donating their time to the clinic,
where they work with the student
trainees who care for patients.
Rhodes said he hopes a permanent
clinical director will be hired soon
and that compensation can be provided for the faculty supervisors,
In addition to providing traditional, long-term psychotherapy for
people with neuroses and other
problems, the clinic:
- Is the home of a sexualdevia.nce research and treatment
project led by Professor Michael
Dougher of the psychology department;
- Performs assessments of convicted drunk drivers who are referred by the National Council on Alcoholism prior to treatment; and
- Assesses cognitive deficits in
patients referred by surgeons and
others for advice on their need for
further treatment.
The clinic, in a portable building
near the comer of Tucker and University boulevards NE, has three
therapy rooms, a student library and
an assessment faciltiy. Videotape
equipment allows faculty members
to supervise treatment sessions and
to review the sessions with trainees.
Faculty members contributing
time to the clinic, in addition to
Rhodes and Dougher, are Sidney
Roscmblum, director of clinical
training for the psychology department; Britton Ruebush, who has a
joint appointment in psychology and
psychiatry and also directs theAibuquerque Child Guidance Center;
Samuel Roll. a psychologypsychiatry professor who also is
affiliated with the UNM School of
Law; and Kevin O'Grady, Eligio
Padilla, John Gluck and William R.
Miller, all of the psychology department.

Sun.:rranomics is
More for Less.
(MIIea)

(Money)

How much are )'OU spending for commuting to school? As a
fuD-time student, you could pay as little as '50.00 per semester.
That's the priced Sun-Tnm's Sem~ Pass. And )'OU don't
haw! to stop at school, the Semester* Pass is good for unlimited
rides during the weel( and weekend
Sun-Tran wiD be selling passes at UNM in the SUB (main floor,
north end) from 9 AM to 3 PM on January 14,17,18 and 19.

Sem~ Pau •••...•••••......•.•.•
good through May 31st.

;j •

•

•

•

'50.00

Commuter Pass . • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • '16.00
one calendar mo1 ath

Pllnch Pus ••••.•....••••.•...••....•••.• • -8.00

twent)' rides
•MiJeble only to ful4lme lbidenls of ac:credited poll high IChool edliCIIIIanlllnllllullanl
In AI~ A ful4lme ·lludent •l.I"'M il teghtered fat 12 ~ haan a-

6 grwt·'le hcus.

aty or Albuquerque
1hlnslt Division
For Information call: 766-7830

PIRG Finds Home Rental Laws Lacking
New Mexico's landlord/tenant
laws do little to protect t~nants in
certain areas, according to a project
proposal presented by the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group
at the University of New Mexico,
John Vance, author of the proposal, works on NMPIRG's landlord/
tenant hotline, which answers ques·
tions about landlord/tenant laws,
''I found there are problems with
the landlord/tenant law in this
state," he said, "For one thing,
there are no real sanctions against
landlords who violate the law,
"For example, tenants in New
Mexico can .sue a landlord if he withholds a tenant's deposit when the
tenant moves, but all the tenant can

recover is the deposit and court he shows good cause, The landlord
costs. In some states, the tenant can has to show he's not evicting for
win twice the deposit and court retaliatory reasons before he can
costs. Landlords escape any kind of evict someone,
real penalty in New Mexico.''
''We have also found leases comAnother problem is that the bur- monly used in New Mexico that
den of proof in lawsuits is too often have at least four clauses that are
onthetcnant, Vance said. "Forinst- illegal under New Mexico law."
ance, if there are illegal clauses in a The clauses state that the landlord is
lease, a tenant in New Mexico can't not responsible for an apartment's
win a lawsuit unless he can prove the condition, is not liable for any damlandlord knew the clauses were ages to a tenant or his property "for
illegal.
any reason," and can evict a tenant
The burden of proof is also on the without due process of law, he said.
tenant if he feels an eviction is .re''These leases also tend to reintaliatory, Vance said. "In some force public ignorance of landlord/
states, there is a period of time 90 days, six months, a year- in
which the landlord can't evict unless

The lecture is open to the public and is free of charge. More
information is available from
Alice Kisch at. 268-0239.

UNM history Professor Noel
Pugach will discuss the creation
of the American Jewish community in his talk, "A New
Foundation in Diaspora. ''
Pugach is the author of Paul S.
Reinsch: Open Door Diplomat in
Action.

Professor Pugach's eight lectures arc designed to provide an
overview of Western Jewish history for the past 200 years. The
last three lectures in the series are
scheduled for Feb. 2 and 16, and
March 2 at Congregation B'nai
Israel, and will address Zionism
and Socialism, the Nazi Holocaust, and the creation of the state
of Israel.

By Dennis PQhlman
Under the supervision of a new
director, the New Mexico Public ln·
terest Research Group is making
plans for the current legislative session and for. production of further
consumer publications,
Dave Benevides, a 22-year-old
senior originally from Wisconsin, is
the new director. Benevides' involvement with consumer education
programs goes back to his expcri·
ences establishing a public interest
research group at the University of
Montana, Missoula, when he was a
sophomore exchange student.
In Albuquerque, he worked for a
time with the Southwest Research
and Information Center, and following his return from Montana, became interested in NMPIRG, helping the organization in its clean-air
drive last fall and continuing to work
for the NMPIRG since then.
For the legislative session,
NMPIRG plans to monitor legislative actions on a number of issues,
especially the proposed "bottle
bjll" and other environment-related
topics. The group will also work in

Among the chpngcs Vance said he
would suggest \\(ould be closing the
loopholes and writing more sane·
lions in the law.
He said, "The infurmation we
have gathered from calls on our hatline indicates most people are ignorant of nearly every aspect of landlord/tenant law, which is no problem
for the majority of landlords and
tenants who do get along.

conjunction with Rep. Judith Pratt,
D-Bernalillo, on a program to in·
crease public awareness of political
decision-making. All interested students have been invited by the representative to attend the. 60-day session, and can work through Pratt's
office to obtain information on the
progress of certain pieces of legislation.
Another item of interest to
NMPlRG is the establishment of a
consumer utilities board similiat to ·
one Benevides is familiar with in
Wisconsin. He said he hopes that the
establishment of such a board will
provide consumers with the same
sort of professional advice that utility companies can afford in an effort
to curb unnecessary rate increases.
Now in the process of publication
are two consumer guidebooks, one
designed as a guide to the Albuquerque Metropolitan Court. and the
other as a self-help reference guide
for women in the work force. Dr.
Lee Reynis of the UNM economics
department is responsible for the
text. Both guidebooks will likely be
available by the end of February or
the beginning of March,

Monday, January 31st
8:00p.m
Kiva Auditorium
An evening with

Tuesday, February 15th
900pm
Graham Cenlral Station

Listen to KFMG for details or call

· m-7799 for more information or
to charge tickets.

NOELPUGACH

WANTED!
RESIDENCE HALL ADVISORS
for 1983 FALL SEMESTER

*****

Reward
* MONTHLY STIPEND
QUALIFICATIONS

PRIVATE ROOM BOARD

Sophomore class standing or above by the time employment
begins. Cumulative grade point average of 2.3 or higher. Interest in residence hall living. Maturity, flexibility, creativity.

DUTIES
Serve as a floor advisor, perform as a paraprofessional counselor, assist students indealing with University and Housing
administrative channels.
Know each resident on the floor and be available to students on
a daily basis.
.
. , ,
.
Attend regular staff meetings, workshops and traunng sess10ns;

APPLICATIONS
Applications may be obtained ft·om:
Residence Life Office
•
La Posada flall
the University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Application Deadline
For 1983-84 Academic Yeat·
Februaty 11, 1983

pre~nt

tenant law by using ambiguous Jan·
guage and legalese which arc then
presented as legal." ,

New Chief For PIRG

Lecture Series Continues
On ~contemporary Jew'
The second half of the eightpart lecture series, Understanding the Contempory Jew, resumes at B p.m. today in the social hall of Congregation 8 'nai
Israel, 4401 Indian School Road
NE.

Big River & KFMG

2118 Central S.E.
across ftom UNM

84~·8878
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Kevin Breen, Chairman

Presents
I

SUB Union Theatre
Spring Program 1983

I

Most show times: 7:00 and 9:30 Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
2:00, 7:00 and 9:30 Saturday and Sunday
(unless otherwise indicated)
Prices~ Undergraduates $2.00
Graduates and General Admission $2.50

......

.;-

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

1-21 7:00 & 9:30pm

1-20 7:00 & 9:3,0 pm

1-27 7:00

1-22 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30pm

On the Waterfront

. On the Waterfront
Winner of 8 Academy Awardii, thiS Ella Kazan feature resulted iO an Oscar for Marlen Brando and is a
gripping tale of mob control of New York's Watel;'front.

1-26 7:00 & 9:30 pm

&9;30 pn1

Sunday
1-23 2:00, 7:001 & 9:30 pm

-Winner of 8 Academy Awards, this- Ella -Kazan fealufe resulted In a" Oscar for Marlon Branda and fs a
gripping tale of mob control of New York's Waterfront.

The Wild One

The Wild One

The quintessential film portrait of youth, motorcycles, and gangs, with Branda as the tough but sensitive
rebel hero.

The.qulntessentfal film portrait of youth, motorcycles, and gangs, with Brando as the tough but sensitive
rebel hero.

1-28 7:00 & 9:30 pm

1•29 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

1-30 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

Frenzy

Frenzy

Directed by Hitchcock, thfs feature stars the late Grace Kelly and CaryCrant in action on lhefrench Riviera.

Another Instance of Murderous Hitchcock action and suspense with the plot twists· and suspense we
e"pect with his films.

Another instan!:e of Murderous Hitchcock action ilnd suspense with the plot twists and suspense we

2-2 7:00 & 9:30 pm

2-3 7:00 & 9:30 pm

2-4 7:00 & 9:30 pm

To Catch A Thief

Saturday

expect with hi• film•.

Dial M' for Murder

Dial 1 M' for Murder

Perhaps the most famous of the Hitchcock film•, featuring Grace Kelly and Ray Mlilandln a frightening tale
of marital murder.

Perhaps the most famous of the Hitchcock films, featuring Groce ~elfy and Ray Mflland In a frightening tale
of marital murder.

2-5 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

2-6 2:.00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

1

Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?

The Quiet One

Mandingo

Lady Sings the Blues

Stunning portrait of life In the lnner·city.

Lady Sings the Blues

With dining 1rio .. Poilfer, Tracy, and Hepburn.

An accurate portrayal of life in the era of the slave trade.

Outstanding performance by Diana Ross as Billie Holliday with Billy Dee Williams.

Outstanding performance by Diana Ross as Billie. Holliday with Billy Dee Williams.

2-9 7:00 & 9:30 pm

2-11

2-10 Strangelove 7:00pm, Spartacus 9:30pm

The Warriors
G•ng Wor In the Big City Is mesmerizing In Its Intensity.

Spartacus, Dr.· Strangelove

Night of the Living Dead
The definitive

~a'

horror (ilm fn a d,1ss all its own~

2-23 7:00 & 9:30 pm

2001

2001

Two Kubrick classics nol!o be missed this time.

Kubrick's masterpiece Is a milestone in the history of film, ltJs an elegant metaphor of man's attempts to
master hts fate.

2-19 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

2-20 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

When a Stranger Calls

When a Stranger Calls

Escape from New York

Escape from New York

A frightening realistic eJCperience thafJf make you blow oU babyslttlng rorcvcr.

A frightening realistiC experience that'll make you blow off babysitting forever.

Guaranteed to help you avoid Rio Rancho.

Guaranteed to help you avoid Rio Rancho.

2-25 7:00 & 9:30pm

African Queen

Maltese Falcon, Knock On Any Door

A rlch and illumlnallng film In the Bogart lr.!dlllon. The ensemble adfng at the mutiny trial nlakes for a
ttlai"Yelous S"!Udy of tnllif3,i'V Justice. Stars Humphrey Bogart. Jose Ferre(, Van Johnson.

A double Humphrey Bogart feature, This first Is a story of greed and deception in the search for the
Jewelled falcon ol Malta~ The second, Bogart plays a.successfullawyer defending a punk juveniJe againsl a
cop-murder charge.

One or the most. popular and critically acclaimed motion pictures of all time. The story, set in Turbul(!nt
German East Africa. during \\1Wl 1 .stars Bogart in his ·only Ostar-winnlng role, paired wilh Katherine

3-2 7:00 & 9:30 pin

3-3 7:00 & 9:30 pin

3-4 7:00 & 9:30 pm

City Lights
Charlie Chaplin's masterpiece about lht! tramp in Jove wHh a blind girl is a perfect blr.nd of comedy and
dram11. Silent with music.

3-9 7:00 & 9:30 pm (both films}

J.F.K. A History of Our Times,
The Journey of Robert Kennedy
The life and times of thE:' -Kennedy brothets movingly recounted.

2-13 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

Kubrfckts masterpiece ls a milestone' in the history of fllm.lt Is an eleganl metaphor of man1.Sattempts io
master his late,

2-18 7:00 & 9:30 pill

2-24 Maltese Falcon 7:00, Knock 9:30pm

The Caine Mutiny

2-12 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

Spartacus, Dr. Strangelove

Two Kubrick classics not 1o be missed this time.

2-17 7:00 & 9:30 pm

2-16 7:00 & 9:30 pm

Strangelove 7;00 pm, Spartacus 9:30 pm

Hepburn.

2-27 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30pm

2-26 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

Casablanca

· Casablanca

A true Hollywood legend, wllh Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman. In the unforgeliable love story that
occu~ in Morocco during a plot to oblaln scarce ·exit Visas to U:;bon for wartime refugees.

At_rue Hollywood leg<md. wllh Hurnphr~y oogartMd Ingrid Qergman, in the unforgettable love story that
occurs In Morocco durtng a plot to obtain $carcc e.Klt visas to Lisbon (or wartime refuge~s.

3-5 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

3-6 2:00, 7:QO, & 9:30pm

Great Dictator

Modern Times

Airplane

Airplane

Chaplin's devastallngly funny and award-winning caricature oi ~dol( Hitler in a moVIng outcry -against
fad sm. His first all talking fffm.
. . ...
. . . ..

Timeless comedy without words.. Stars Charlie Chaplin.

The sleeper comedic hll ol 1900, this Iaugher will have you avoiding airports.

The sleeper comedic hit of 1950, ihis Iaugher will have you avoiding airports.

3-10 7:00 & 9:30pm

3-13 2:00 1 7:00., & 9:30 pm

3-12 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pm

3-11 7:00 & 9:30pm

Debbie Does Dallas

Debbie Does Dallas

Cheerleaders

Fealuting former Cowboy cheerleader Bambi Woods.

Featuring former Cowboy 'hcctlcader Bambi Woods,

Rah·Rahl

Cheerleaders

SPRINGBREAK
3-23 Adam's Rib 7:00, Woman of the Year 9:30pm

Adam's Rib, Woman of the Year
Two Hcpbwn classics - great sophisticated comedy.

3-30 7:00 & 9:30pm

3-25 Grapes 7:00, Advise & Consent 9:30 pm

3-24 Grapes 7:00, Advise & Consent 9:30 pm

Grapes of Wrath, Advise & Consent Grapes of Wrath, Advise & Consent
classic fonda involvilig hunger and injli!iticel

blac~mall

Class it:: Funda irwolving hunger and injustice, blackmail and suicide~

-and suicide.

3-31 7:00 & 9:30pm

4-1

Bus Stop

The 7 Year Itch

With Bette Oavts. This film rua·rked the first maJor film appearance or Matilyn Monroe. 138 min.

Marilyn's best performance in many estlmallons.

Mtmroc's famous film.

4-7 7:00 & 9:30pm

High Noon
Could he the •II lime greatest western. Sl•rs the late Grace KeHy, wl!h Gary Cooper.

the uncomptOmlSing, award·winningsodal prott>st film about hotnefess children 1n the slums of mod~rn

4-20 7:00 & 9:30pm

Small Circle of Friends
This film follows the IT me of great upheava),con(tdrifalion,.and chaos Of the mid~sixtles throu-gh the eyes of
3 students at Harvard. Slats !!tad Davis of Mldrlighte>pr~<S, and Katen Allen of Animal House.

Mexico.

4·21 7:00 & 9:30pm

-.

'

Animal House

Chapter II

Bedtime for Bonzo

A lender and eompassldi1atc Nell Slrridn comedy. Sl<'nS lames Ca;u; and Ma:rsha Masotl.

A noHO·bC•tnisscd film for all lhose who want to !icc Reagan outshit1t!d by a monkey,

4-10 2:00 1 6:00 1 & 9:30pm

Classic: Drama. Winner of a academy awards. Tremendous cast, i'n-dudlng 8i.it1Lancaster, Deborah Kerr.

4-15 7:00 & 9:30pm

4·16 2:00, 7:00, &. 9:30pm

4-17 2:00, 7:00 1 & 9:30 pm

One

o( the

most exciting p'artra{ts of a rcv?lul'!onary leader e~cr. made. Marlo~ .B.tando plays Mexlto's
Emilia no Zapata rn an :award-winning role, with AtHhony Quinn.

4·22 7:00 & 9!30 pm

Animal House

Need mote be said! II

4-28 7:00 & 9:30 pm

4-27 7:00 & 9:30pm

How to Marry a Millionaire,
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

Reds

Viva Zapata

the scmlhlsloricat .story of Chfcano Zltit Miners and their wives In riiid-ffftics New Mexico.

4-3 How to Marry, 2:00 & 7:00 1 Gentlemen, 4:00. & 9:30pm

The Storyof)ohn Reed ahd Louise Bryant In the (lrSf days of lenin's Kevolutlon. Warren Beaity and Diane
Keaton.

Classic Wartime Entertainment wllh Alec Guinhess and William Holden.

Los Olivados

How to Marry a Millionaire,
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

Reds

From Here to Eternity

Salt of the Earth

Wrong Man, Mr. Roberts
Fonda ·1n Hitchcock's gripping drama, and In perhaps his most famous comedic role.

The S!oryoiJohri Reed and louise Bryant frt the llrsl days of lenin's RcvolulfM, Warren BeaUy and Diane
Keaton.

Bridge Over the River Kwai
4-14 7:00 & 9:30 pn1

4·13 7:00 & 9:30 pm

Wrong Man, Mr. Roberts

4-9 2:00, 6:00, & 9:30 pm

4·.8 7:00 & 9:30 prn

3-27 Wrong Man 7:00, Mr. Roberts 9:30pm

fonda tn Hilchcock's grfppfng drama, and in perhaps hts most fama·us comedic role.

4"2 How to Marry, 2:00 & 7:00, Gentlemen,4:00 & 9:30pm

7:00 & 9:30pm

All About Eve
4-6 7:00 & 9:30 pm

3-26 Wrong Man 7:00, Mr, Roberts 9:30 pm

Need mote be saldlll

4·29 7:00 & 9:30 prn

Zoot Suit

Zoot Suit

Afhusfcal drama that i'ittempts ·to bring the t_hlcalio_e-;r:·p~rf~[ite to _evcryo~e, tich ln.prldc, ~ot:lal h!!tltaget
myslldsm and religion. Abrilliant production.

A musical drama that altcmpl~ to btfng the- Chicano· experience_ to nveryone, rich In ptld~~ social' heritage,
tnystfdsm and religion. A brilliant production.

4-23 2:00 1 7:00, & 9:30 prn

4-24 2:00, 7:00, &9:30pm

The greatest adventure packed film In along time,. Dlreeted by Oeorge lucas and Steven Spielberg, slats
Hamson Ford.

The greatest adventure packed film in a long time. Directed by Oeorgc Lucas and Steven Splerberg, stars
Hattlsoti ford,
.

Raiders of the Lost Ark

4•30 Sat. 2:00, 7:00, 8:30 & 10:00, Sun, 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 pill

Continental Divide

Insatiable

A caplivalfrtg ol!beal romantic comedy with the late John Belushr.

roaMing Marilyn Chambers, the Ivory Snow Cltl, In a movie that Is ddlnftely not meant to be dean.

'

.

.

.

Raiders of the Lost Ark
5·1 Sat. 2:00, 7:00, 8:30 & 10:00, Sun. 2:00, 7:00, & 9:30 Pill

Insatiable
Fcaturiftg Marilyn Chambers. the Ivory SnOw Cfrl, In a movie that Is definitely not meant to be clean.
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IRS Offers 'Tele-Tax',
24-Hour Service Center
This year, as taxpayer~ prepare to
file their income tax returns, the Internal Revenue Service offers n.ew
taxpayer assistance to meet their
needs and answer their questions.

Blank forms will be available at
all IRS offices, Albuquerque taxpayers can obtain blank forms at the
Federal Building, 517 Gold Ave,
SW, First Floor, Room 1039.

During the filing season. a new
method for obtaining answers to taxlaw questions will be Tel.e-Tax,
operating on a nationwide basis, 24
ltours a day. For those with pushbutton telephones, the Tete-Tax information service provides recorded
tax information on a variety of tax
topics.

In addition to written material,
other types of assistance are avail·
able. BY visiting a local IRS office, a
taxpayer can participate in a group
preparation of (a)( return session.
Local IRS offices will also have
direct preparation of returns for
handicapped people or others who
demonstrate that they are unable to
use the group method,

The Tete-Tax information number and a list of the taped topics can
be found in Publication 910, Taxpayer's Guide to IRS Information
and Assistance, ayailable by using
the order form in the ta1l package or
by calling, visiting or writing most
local IRS offices.
Juc Cu'!·arctlllo

TAKING SHAPE is the gymnasium for gymnastics on .the south side of the Pit. The structure,
which should be completed by March for the NCAA basketball finals will be used to house the
media during the tournament.

The Tele-Tax information number for Albuquerque is 766-II02.
Taxpayers calling from outside the
local dialing area Will have to pay a
long distance charge.

Publication 910 also includes an
ell:planation of IRS services, filing
tips,· record-keeping information,
how to file an amended return, and a
list of IRS films available free of
charge, as well as a list of all IRS
Employers arc responsible for withholding Social publications with an order blank.
Security or Railroad Reiirement Tax and income tax, This publication is available to taxpayers for the first time this year.
the IRS explains.

IRS: Tips Crackdown Ahead
Waiters and waitresses who receive tips must report
this money lJS income on their tax returns, the Internal
Revenue Service says.
Those who receive less than $20 a month in tips must
k<:cp their own records and incluue the total amount of
tips income received during the year on their Form
1040. 1040A or 1040EZ.

During 1983, local ofticcrs of the Internal Revenue
Service will be checking waiters and waitresses at a
number of establishments to insure that they are adequately reporting income from tips.

Those who earn more than $20 a month in tips while
working for one employer must report the total amount
of these tips each month to their employer no later than
the lOth working uay of the following month. Some
employers may require these written report more than
once a month.

Free IRS forms arc available for maintaining a daily
tips record and preparing monthly reports. Forms may
be obtained by calling the IRS toll-free at 1-800-5273880 and asking for Document 5635. which contains
the forms. Publication 531, Reporli11g Income from Tips
is also available without charge.
'

Also, publications will be available for reference use at many local
libraries, as well as copies of reproducible forms which may be duplicated on a machine copier. lrt some
libraries, forms also will be stocked
for taxpayers to pick up. Also available at local libraries arc audio
tapes, e1tplaining how to complete a
tax return in detail, as well as offering other tax tips.

In addition, the IRS will offer
group return preparation assistance
in local communities during normal
working hours, after hours, or on
weekends at various community
locations such as schools, libraries
or other public or business locations
where VIT AITCE services are not
provided.
For the hearing-impaired, the IRS
provides special help through the
TIY system. The toll-free number
for all states including Alaska and
Hawaii, but not Indiana, and the
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico is
1-800-428-4732. Indiana residents
can call 1-800·382-4059. Free access to TTY equipment is often
available from organizations such as
the Vocational Rehabilitation Services, which serve the hearingimpaired community.
The IRS still offers tax assistance
through its toll-free telephone system, and through local IRS offices
for ta1lpaycrs who wish to visit for
assistance. The new toll-free telephone number is 1-800-424·1040.
Finally, the IRS will be reviewing
returns for taxpayers at the local
office at 517 Gold Avc. SW and at
the filing season location at Coronado shopping mall.

Afro-American Center

UNM CAREER PLANNING
&PLACEMENT

Institutional Racism
(T 6:30·9:15 PM)
Jewell

AAS 39Hl01
Problems

Okunor
AAS395-001

Afro-American Studies
(MWF 10:00·10:50 AM)
Okunor

j

Survey of Africa
(TT 1 :00·2:15 PM)

NCiforo

.M.onday; March 28 ..................... , •.••••••••. 9:00 .. 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, April 21. , .. , . , ...••.•. , , ••... , ... , .••. , • 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

THE INTERVIEW: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Thursday, February 3 .. , .•. , ••• , •••••• ,,,,, •.•. , •••. 3:00-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, M~rch 2 ••.
-2:00 ... 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 29 •••.• , . , , . , , • , •. , •...•• , • , •.... 10:00 -11:30 a.m.
Monday, April IS ••. ~ •••.•••.•..••• ,.,, ...•.••...•. 9:00 .. 10:30 a.m.
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP ASSISTANCE ON
THESE OR OTHER APPROPRIATE TOPICS
- AS REQUESTED •
BY APPOINTMENT OR WALK·IN BASIS.
GROUPS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.
THE CAREER FAIR FOR NON-TECHNICAL MAJORS
SUB Ballroom Wednesday, March 9, 1983.,, .. , .• , ...•. , .• 9:00- 3:00
I

••.••••

I

•••••

I

I

••••.••••••

TilE 1983 SPECIAL RECRUITING EVENT FOR E.OUCATORS
ThUI'sday and Friday, April 28 & 29, l98:l •..••..•• , •• , •.•. 8:30 • 4:30
(both days)

AAS 299-001/Pol. Sc. 300-00ii

Black

Leaders!~

the U.S,

(TT 11:()()..12:15 PM)

R. Harding

AAS 325•001

Educ. & Col. W. Africa

Afro-American History II
(M 6:30·9:15 PM)
I. Harding

(TT 3:30·4:45 PM)

AAS 387·001

Comparatlvo .Educ:atlo1nl!l
(MW 3:00·4:15 PM)
Okunor

Ntlforo
EF493·001

Blacks In Latin Amtrlca
(MWF 2:00·2:50 PM)
Williams

AAS 29Nl01

THE RESUME: YOUR LIFE HISTORY ON TWO PAGES
Wednesday, February 2 .••..••• , • , •.•.• , • , , , •.•.•• , 2:00 • 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Mar~h 1 •.. , . , ... , . , ..• , •.•••.• , , ...••.. 10;00 -· 11:00 a.m.

.~

AAS301-001

INTRODUCTION TO SWAHILI
(TI 2:00•3:15 PM)
AAS 103-001
Foundations of

ORIENTATION TO UNM CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
Every Friday beginning January 21 through May 13, 1983
10:00 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING: THE WHY'S AND HOW'S
Monday, January 31 .....•.... , ... , , ........•.. , .. 9:00- 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, March 3 •.. , ••....•.•.••.•..•.• , .•. , •... 3:00- 4:00p.m.
Wednesday, March 30 ..... ,.,.,,,,., ..... , .•....... 2:00- 3:00p.m.
Tuesday, April 19, ... , . , .......••••••... , .• , , .... 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
THE JOB SEARCH: SELLiNG THE PRODUCT -YOU
Tuesday, February 1 .••••.•.•••••......• , .• , .•. ,. 10:00- 11:00 a.m.
Monday, February 28 , .• , • , . , , •• , •• , , .. , ... , .•. , .. 9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, March 31 • , •• , .. , , , ..•.•....•. , , ....••. , . 3:00- 4:00p.m.
Wednesday, April 20 •. , ••.•• , ..•...•. , .. ,, .. ,.,,.,, 2:00- 3:00p.m.

••

AAS 102·001/MCL 102·001
Mutunga

Spring 1983
Orientations
& Mini-workshops
:Mesa Vista Hall 2131
277-2531

I

Spring Schedule 83

-

A/>S 390·001
Black Theology & Philosophy
(M\VF9:00·9:50 AM)
McDowell

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED BY
COMMUNITY AGENCIES

ONE DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT

Sl?eclallze In Szechuan Cuisine (spicy)

LUNCDB~FET

11 :30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
$3.49 per perso" FOR ALL YOU CAN EAT
1) Fried Rice
2) Chow Mein
.
3) Sweet and Sour Chicken
4) Garlic .BI:lef

5) Hot & sour Chicken
6) Szechuan Chicken
7) Fried Wonton
5 of the above items served daily

STUDJDlW SPECIAL CARRY-Our

$2.69

$2.69

Fried Rice
Curry Chicken
Fried Wanton (3)

Vegetarian Special
Chow Meln
Fried Rice
Hot & Sour Cabbage
Hour$: Mon. • Fri. 11 :30am·9:00pm
Sat. 5:00pm-9:00pm

BALLET FOLKLORICO the official folkda~ce comp!Jny of MeKico, uses elaborate cos·
tumes, colors and choreography to enchant 1ts audience

Mexican. Dancers Create
'Old Home Day' Feeling
By Ann Ryan
The Ballet Folklorico, the official
folk dance eo~pany of Mell:ico,
offered Sunday's Popejoy Hall audience a surprisingly intimate look at
the varieties of Mexican cultures and
heritages.
The evening was not without disappointments, however: the violins
in the mariachi band that provided a
majority of the evening's music

Theatre
review
sounded woefully out of tune and the
areas of Mexico best-represented
seemed to be those that are .most
familiar to Norte America/los.
The performance ended with an
AlgeriaJalisciense, a series of songs
and dances from the state of Jalisco.
For those in the audience who were
natives of the Southwest, it was like
old home day - inclutled were
"Cielito Lindo," "El Rancho
Grande,'' and the ••Jarabe Tapatio''
(the Mexican hat dance).
Also included was a show of dc.Xterity by floreador Lorenzo Escamilla, who roused the audience with
an elaborate display of Vaquero
Iariat artistry.
It was a shatne that more unfamiliar aspects of Mexico were not given
as much time on the program, as
more surprises would have certainly
enhanced the evening. But the compan}', no doubt, is geared toward
audiences not quite so at home with
~exican traditions as are the people
m the Southwest.
The strongest piece of the evening
was "Las Pascolas y El. Venado"
(''The Hunters and the Deer"),
which preceded the "Jalisiense." It
is a Yaqui Indian dance from the
state of Sonora, an area of Mexico

probably least influenced by European culture.
- The first half of the program was
the. more enjoyable half; it seemed to
flow better from one number to the
nell:!. "EI Norte," a dance of the
northern areas of Mexico, was the
surprise of the evening for it was
very like the square dance of the
American West and included "Chotis'' - the same dance that has won
the affection of many country westem fans.
"Los Quetzales" was a hypnotic
piece that drew the audience into a
dream - a dream they did not
emerge from until the intermission.
This dance consisted of six men
dancing to the music of a small bam·
boo flute and Indian drum. The
choreography itself was not particularly tricky or spectacular, but the
men, who portrayed quetzal birds,
had to move with enormous, fantastic headresses on - this was by no
means any small feat.
The last segment before the intermission. was a Fiesta Veracuzana,
which began with illtroduccio11
Musical by a trio of jaroclw musicians, the Rio Blanco Brothers, who,
produced the best music of the evening. The trio featured a walking
harp, an instrument with a uniquely
delicate sound, almost like that of a
music box.
The last two dances in the Veracruz segment were "La Bamba" and
"EI Zapatcado." The "La Bamba"
performed by the ballet was not the
rousing rendition of that song we are
familiar with here. This version was
lighter, more intricate and more
complex, and well accompanied the
footwork needed by the two principal dancers who tied a ribbon on the
floor into a bow.
"The Zapateado" is a footstomping dance, reminiscent of tap
dancing, with its complex rhythms
and time changes. The dancing in
this segment was accentuated not

~....;~G.ue.rQue Cl)i ldren

&"

PRESENTS

··

Foor PerfCH'111111KeS
at POPFJOY HALL

j

s Tbeatre.

ptnocchto

PLUS

The Student Community Volunteer Association can help you
Ask at the S U B Information Booth, or call Connie Stanton .:
256·1663 or 247-0497, or Roann Burge 296-8914.

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

~~~ ~.~,.--~~n;~m;ai~Si;Bc,~-~~~-~~~~=n=.-~~~.~-iS~~;;;;~

..,.

and All1icket Master Outlets •
For further infonnation, call A.C.T. at 888-3644
'Tlchi Muter dUirt:u 1.00 Pt1' ticket Mnokc ehirt:e.

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2112 Central SE 243-1777
Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area

Make Us Your

for Used and New Texts
Classroom supplies and calculators

Special Back-to-School Hours

FINALLY! A SPEEO READING PROGRAM THAT CUTS YOUR
READING TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING COMPREHENSION OR RECALL!
FAST AND SMART, •• 1$N'TTHAT HOW YOU WANTTO liEAD?

FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON

.· . Sunday, January 16 12-5pm
Mon·Thur January 17-20 8:30am·7pm

Wed. Jan 19
7pm Mitchell Hall 111

.
lf:tj
ICII

.

er:iUCATIONAL

tJ

'TI.

N

,.,,..A,:~:!~~osts$oow936

We Have a New Refund Polley
Pl•ase Ask for a Copy

Ev.!n.l.nos·o.rWeeken~s f.oroetans

BIEAMTifROUGMRAPIDREADING.
C•." Days,

Watch for our 357 sale!

127 Jefferson N.E..
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

(505) 265·2524

•

1:30 and 3:30
eadt day

TICKETS IN ADVANCE-SUO
($2.00 for groups of 10 or more.)
AII.Tickets $3,00 DAY OF PERFORMANCE
Tickets at Popejoy HaU Box OWK:e • 277·3121

continued on page 12

....,,_.

&

Sunday, January 23rd

Adapted for Children's Theatre from the Carlo Co!lodi Classic
by Amanda Thrush: Come and meet your old friend, Pinocchio,
and join in his adventures with the evil puppet master, The
Blue Fairy; Ceppeto, the kindly old wood carver; The Fox and
The Cat, those experts in mischief, and all the other grand
characters in the story of PINOCCHIO. Get your tickel~ today.

If you want to feel needed and valued while helping other
people, we encourage you to consider becoming a studeht
volunteer•
• Over 35 agencies have openings
for volunteers
• A variety of skills are needed
• The time required varies
with each service.
• Students learn about agencies
an~ human needs while you
gam valuable experience
and skills.

Saturday, January 22nd
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Artists and wrHers contributing to Conceptions SouthlVI!st, the University
of New Mexico's literary magazine, may benefit from national exposure.
Deadline for submissions to this spring's edition of CSW is Feb. 21.
This year. the University publication is seeking to increase its distribution
on both a local and national leveL which would give UNM artists wider
.. :: ::::
: :.·
recognition.
............
•••••.•••• c ' t •
"We. feel Conceptions Sowhwest offers an important outlet for University .,.__.,,,."
artists who normally don't have an opportunity to present their work," said
·: ·>: ·:-:·:<
.. . . . . ' . John Edwards, editorial assistant for CSW. "The aim of the magazine is
..............
..... •"-'"• ..
for University students."
·:.:: .: ::: .::-~,:: exposure
Two national distributors in New York, Printed Matter and the Coordinat,4.,
~.... .
~~
:~::: ing Council of Literary Magazines. reacted favorably to working with CSW,
I:~,, • •~· •I ' '
·• .... ·as has Swift Lizard, a local distributor in Socorro
The magazine is ''not
';.' ... ' ... '.
just a document or a c~1talog," stressed Edwards. "It's a piece." The
professionalism of th!! magazin!! was confirmed when. last year. it received
an honorable mention in a national literary uris contest sponsored by CCLM.
Students and (llumni nrc invite(! to participate in the magazine, cither·by
submitting literary work, visual pieces. or performance proposals, or contributing to the publication's production. Espcdully needed arc people with
literary talents to help with selection and production. "They hav.cn 't been as
involved as the visual arts people," said Edwards.
Suggestions from sub millers for the graphic and reproduction possibilities
of their work arc encouraged. "We're asking contributors- both artists and
writers as well - to consider the visuals of their work," Edwards said,
Artists should bring their submissions to the Art Student Association
Gallery, and writers should bring their work to Marron Hall, Room 131. For
further information, call Pat Chavez at 277-5656, or John Edwards at
242-7046.
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particular regions. On occasion,
however, the satin and spangles glittered like the chorus line at Caesar's
Palace.
In spite of what few flaws there
were 1n the Ballet Folklorico's performance, it was easily the most fun
an evening of dance has given Albuquerque in quite some time.
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continued from page 11
only by the music but also by the ,
beautiful constumes. The women
wore white and shiny - almost ·
transparent - dresses w,ith very
full skirts that. played up their graceful steps.
The costumes worn throughout
the evening were colorful and elegant examples of the dress of the
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Announcements in Lip Service will be run tht. day
before the (!Vent and the day of the event on a sp(.]~e
basis. Lip Service is flVaitoble to all UNM.
non-profit organ ita/ions. Forms for Lip Service C(m
be picked up In Marron Hall, room IJ8 aM must be
turned in by2 p.m.lhe day prior to publication.
ava~/uble

Thursday's Events

Today's Events
The Amerlun Home Economl.:s Assodadon will
llaVe- a pizza pany at 6:30p.m. tOd!lY in the Simpson

Room on the Home Economics Puilding.
members welcome.

Libraries will present New Mexican writers RudoJfQ
A. Anayn and Leo Romero at 7:30p.m. today in the
Andcnon Room or Zimmennan Library, More
information is available from Mrs, Mary Ann
Rogers, president of the Friends, ut255·107S.

N~w

Trailblazers will have. .a short imponant meeting at
7:30p.m. Thursday In theSUB,·ro0m253,
The. Baptist Student Union will have u ·welcome
nack Party from 1 to 10 p.m. Thursday at 401
University NE (at the corner or Univtrshy and

The Voler Reglsirallon Commluee now has a
booth in the SUB for students wanting to change their

Gr~;~nd).

voter registration.

Wa,on Whef'l5 Square Dance Club meets rtt 7 p.m.
every Thursday in the SUB, roorn 231. No partner
needed. Beginners are welcome.

Th' New Mexll::o HumaniUes Co~ndl will present

historian Nl:lel Pugach w·ho will speak on the creation
of the American Jewish community al 8 p.m. today at
the Congregation B'nai Israel, Washington and

Indian School NE,

Everyone is welcome.

The Sanduary Group wHI haven closed discussion
AA meeting for alcoholics only noon Thursday at the
Newman Center, ISIS ·Las Lamas NE.

The. Gay and Ltsblan Srudent Union will have a
Welcome Back meeting at 7:30 p,m; today In the
SUB, s:oom 2.31 D·C. They will be o_rganizing social,
sports, support ·and fine arts groupS. Refreshments·
will be sem:d.

Brnd Brqdley, Mnrk. Hayes or Vince Baco. The house
is located at 1105 Mesa VIsta NE,

LuCampanasw!ll meet at 7 p.m.lodayin Hokona
Lounge, All members arc encouraged to attend.

7 p.m. Thursday nt the home or Tony Begay, 1810

The. 1983 Lecture Series of the Friends of UNM

Hermosa NE. More information is available at 255·
5472. Everyone is wclc:ome.

Sigma Phi Epsilon Froternlty Is conducting Spring
Rush for 198). All interested men. can call the

fraternity at 247-4299 for more informadon. A'!ik for-

N_a11ve American Chrbtlan Fellowship will meet al

~

City Rockers to Bid Musical Goodbye
After five years of performing in
Albuquerque, the Philisteens are
leaving for Boston to launch the next
phase of the band's career, Before
theygo, however, they will give one
last performance tomorrow night in
the University of New Mexico Student Ballroom.
The bon voyage concert, sponsored by the Popular Entertainment
Committee of the Associated Students of UNM, will begin at8 p.m.
The group's manager, Ken Push·
kin, said their decision to do a final
concert was heavily influenced. by a
group of "under 21" fans who
circulated a petition asking for an
opportunity to hear the band one
more time. They succeeded in collecting 350 signatures of youths
under 21.
The Philisteens began as a fourpiece band in 1978. Since that time,
they trimmed down to three members and signed a recording contract
with Radio Free Records, which has
resulted in two LPs of their original
music! The Pltilisteens and Tum Up
The Music . Plans are currently
underway for the production of their

next recording. Pushkin said he believes the band can make a greater
impact in Boston, where the population is larger and there are more colleges to receive a concert and re·

cording band of their type.
Tickets for the fl!rewell perfomlance, on s11le at Giant Ticket Outlets, are $4 and $4.50 in advance and
$5 and $5.50 the day of the show.
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Domino's
Pizza
. .
Delivers
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$1.00 off any pizza.
1·
1
1
One coupon per pizza. I!

Fast, Free Delivery

11
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3920 CentralSE l1

EXpires 1-31-83
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'World' Opens
Poetry Contest
A $1 , 000 grand prize will be
awarded in the Eighth Annual Poetry Competition sponsored by World
of Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for
poets.
Poems of all styles are eligible to
compete for the 100 prizes, which
total more than $10,000.
Rules and official entry forms are ENTERING PHASE TWO: The Philisteens, an Albuquerqueavailable from the World of Poetry, based rock group will be in concert at 8 p.m. tomorrow night
2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept. G, Sac- in the SUB ballroom.
ramento, Calif.
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Hate Christians?

WHAT WAS IN
THE CHICKEN SURPRISE
LAST NIGHT?

$ 1.
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Then you'll dig the Romans. See the crushing of the
Greeks, the eradication ofthe Druids, the suppression of the Jews. All this and more in...

.Intramural Scoreboard

History 314-Rome Tue.-Thrs, 11·12:15

ROOM 230, JOHNSON 'GYM

Contcict Prof. Berthold or
History Dept. for details

PHONE 277-5151

UPCOMING EVENTS

SJI.&. C.a•es llrea

<M-'• and Womitn's)•
8Mbtball30113

Wedr.doy,l-19, 1983
w-.,, J - 26. 1983
Weclnudly, "--I 26,1983

-a.btboll

Sldlllt

It wasn't really a surprise. It looked and tasted just like the Chicken
Surprise they served last semester.

(Co.Roc)•

Wednndoy, JOIIuary 26, 1983
Weclnudly, lanowy 26, 1983
(foc:uky!Sld)••
Booloetball
.
Thuroday, Janowy 27, 1983
•AUMen'o, Women'aandCo.R..:otntrtes au d... otthe Manager/Partld·
pant meetlnga held at 4:15 prnln room II 154, Johnson Gym.

Kothll

In fact the only difference between this semester and last semester~\--:·~·~~~~~~
is that you ore older and more mature.
ij~-

••All Fatulty/Stal ontr1eo are due at the Managor/Partlclpani meetings
held 111 12 noon In room If 230, Johnson Gym.

Aaololc Dince a...
~llpObSpringAaololcDAncec:-.betlntfluroday,Ftb.l0,19e3
11117:» Llll.ln die - a l Ollcc. Flzol priarlly la glvtnlo !.cutlylamp' yea Thla ..-a•• duNs will tMe place on:
0.. t Monday &, Wlllooodoy
6:45am • 7:45 IIIII
Chlo R: Monday & Wednosda.v
12:00pm • 1:00pm
0.. llli Monday & Wodnoodoy
5:15pm • 6:15pm
Chlo IV: T.-ay & Thurll<lay
5:15pm - 6:15pm

a - ore acheduled &om February 14 • Aprtl28, 1983.
SPECIAL POPs
Heroin U.tofthedaysandtlm.. thelntramurol o.pt. o&nolnstrudlMI
Program actlvftJes Ia those !,elonglng to the Spedal Pops community,

GETAWAY/SPECIAL EVENTS

Your boyish high school thoughts have transformed into the higher thinking of a
college man.
Now that your thinking is more sophisticated, maybe if's time you considered joining a
fraternity. With nine to choose from, chances are at least one is right for you
Stop by our houses tonight from 7pm to 11pm and see how the "GREEK LIFE" can help
you

Self o.l.n"' Seminar
lam to gor ilway from viol en«<. Gary Purduo; the UNM kar•lelnsiruc•
tor, wlllshare hlsexpertlseln this semln•r to be held In Carlisle Gym on
Thutlday, Februaoy3; 1983f'rom 6-8pm. GAry has lniiTucted aver 2.000
people In t""art of karate and Is a fourth degree black belt with the Unk<d
Stat.. KarateAssoclatJon. We recommend all participantS wear loose
dothlng, Deadline for reglstraUon Ia Wednesday, Februaoy2 at 5:00 pm.
Sponsored by the ''Getaway" Program and th• UNM Karate Club.

(DOU8LI8 ITAIIT
liPPIIOXo ll00-•1

MISSION:
$3.00

~-w"""--·-~--1\i

·Valentlne•!il Couple.s Run
The 3rd Annual Valentine's Couples l!un wiU egln at. 10i30 am on the
UNJII North Golf Course. The 8rst 100 partldpanta who register wOI be
given t·>hlrts and prlza will be awarded. The combined times of ead!
couple Will be IISed to detennlne the Winners. Reglstet by 5:00p.m. on
Friday, Februall/ II, •nd pay only $4.00. $5.00 enlry lee the day of the
run. Male!Female Couples· required.

Doub I es S 5. oo

8-BALL ~ "" TABLE
BILLIARDSl SOCCER

ME~qg~lEs

~ l~(FOOSBALL)
OPEN DOUBL S

~ WOMENS SINGLES.../
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~"" 1. MuotREQUIREMENTS
bel UNM IIU!Hht
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2. Milot be iinrolled for •
mlnlmllmol7credllhouro
:1. Graduate pariiclpanlo
mulltbef\llltlrnututanto
oi,Anyotudentctnatlled
ooetourlngondlorroot.ant
proltoolonotbyoprofeaolonel
organ!~l~n.l•, l'!fl!l&,l~!• , • , .,

MENS SINGLES
;.;
: .. WOMEN8 SINGLES
1+!
" {
MENS DOUBLES )
!fi
' ' WOMENS DOUBLES "\pi*
j L...., Minimum ole to om• 11 nolded • • •
ltf .
=t14!!t!tt!tt!:.f.'t!!t!!t!l4!tt!t+'-'4<.'+!:+ltt!l4!:ti ••
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REGISTRATION DEADLINE

FRIDAY 4:00pm

I
I
I
I
I
1
1
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ACTMTY
Swimming

DAYS & TIMES BUILDING
Tues & Thurs
5:30 • 6:30p.m. Olympic Pool
Sat & Sun
12:00- 1:00 p.m.
Tu.. & Thurs
6:30. •7:30 p.m. Johnson Gym
Mon & Wed
7:00•8:00p.m. Racquetba11Crt.2

Weight Training
Racuqetball
Yoga or &skotb.U lues & Thurs
Sat & Sun
Goal B.U

Thu...tay
Saturday

WbedchalrBuketbaiiSund•y

Volleyball or
BiUketball

Wednesd•y

7:30·8:30p.m. AtlllilfaoyGym
1:00 • 2:00p.m.
7:00- 8:00p.m. Carlisle Gym
10:00 • 12:00 p.m.
9:00•12:00p.m. CortrsltGym
6:00 • 7,30 p.m. Catllsle Gjnn

------------------------- I
I

Free 9oz. glass of

FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger
($1.30 or more)

6St value
Coupon g.. ood thru_ l-25-83
Frontier Resta,urant

.

.

.

I
I
I
I
I
I

~-------------------------~

•
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Sports
BYU's Durrant Gets
WAC Player Honor
DENVER (UPI) - Devin Durrant, a 6-7 junior from Brigham
Young, today was named the Western
Athletic Conference player of the
week for his role in the Cougars' twin
league victories.
Durrant led the Cougars to an upset
win over pre-season favorite San
Diego State Friday night, 96-72, and
then had a career-best night the next
night in a win over Hawaii, 86-62,
Against the Aztecs, Durrant hit !0of-19 shots from the field and three of
four at the line, He also had nine rebounds und three assists.

Against Hawaii, Durrant connected
on nine of 1. 6 field goals and missed
just one of 16 free throws, setting a
school a.nd Marriott Center record .in
the process. He also had nine rebounds, two assists .and two blocks
shots.
The 33 total points Durrant scored
against Hawaii were a career high.
Other nominees for the honor were
New Mexico forward George Scott,
Texas-EI Paso forward Kevin Hamilton, Utah center Peter Williams and
Wyoming center Tony Martin.

It Do•s A Dody Good To
Participat• In lntramurals
And Campus R•cr•ation

Baseball Opens
The University of New Mexico baseball team, which opened
two-a-day practice last Tuesday,
will begin intrasquad action
Wednesday at Lobo Field,
The Lobos return eight lettermen from last year's 33-29 squad
that finished third in the southern
division of the Western Athletic
Conference. The Lobos open
their 52-home game schedule on
Feb. 4 with a doubleheader
against Western New Mexico,
The annual intrasquad baseball
game is set for Jan. 30 at 1 p.m. at
Lobo Field. Tickets will be available at the game for $1.

I

I,.,

Men's and Women's 1983 Spring Semester Activities
ACTIVITY
Basketball G on G
0 Daskefball
Skiing
PowerUft
FrMThrow
Badminton Doublea
Team Dowling
Table Tunis Doubles
Fencing
Racquetball Doubles
G Person Volleyball
FrtabH Golf Doublea
"Slow Pitch
0 1nnertube Wot•r Polo
lntramurothon
Golf Doubles
Tennis Doubles
Billiards Doubl•s
Putt Putt Doubles (mini-golf)
· karate

Wednesday, January 26

Make an interview appointment at your Career Planning and Placement
center. Or, if you can't make it on the above date, send your resume to
Barbara Toothman, College Relations Manager, Dept. CN·UNM·126,
Advanced Micro Devices, 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California
94086.

Adva.nced

Micro

Devices

An equal opportunity
employer m/1/h.

The Minority Biomedical
Research Support
Prograrn
wants
Undergraduate and Graduate
Students
for Research Assistant Positions
TheMBRS
offers valuable research experience
to both Graduate and Undergraduates
To qualify you must:
be a full-time science major
(undergraduate 12 hrs., graduate 9 hrs.)
in either Biochemistry, Biology
Microbiology, Pharmacology, Physiology,
Physics, Chemistry, Biomedical Engineering
• have a good scholastic record
• be minority or disadvantaged

11 you are interested Contact:
Jody Pfamandon or Ward Campbell
MBRS program personnel at
(505) 277·2728
Or come by Room 106 BMSB, School of Medicine,
UNM, Albuquerque, NM

Salary: $31000 Undergraduate
$5,040 Graduate (Plus Tuition and Fees)
Work 15 hours in an MBRS Lab,

STAP.T
DATE
Man, Jan 24
Tues, Feb 1
To be announced
Sat, Feb 5
Mon, Feb 7
Sat, Feb 12
Mon. Feb 21
Sat, Feb 26
Mon, Feb 28
Fri. March 4
Mon. March 21
Sat, March '26
Mon, March 28
Mon. Aprll4
Sun, Apri117
Mon, April 18
Fri, Aprll22
Mon. April25
Thurs. April 28
Sar, April 30

Coree 1983 Spring Semester Actlvites

At Advanced Micro Devices, we're getting really good at what we do, and
we're doing the right things the right way. We're on the leading edge of every
critical technology In the semiconductor industry. There's still a lot more to
do before we're Number One. If you're good at what you do, talk to AMD and
Catch the Wave.
With your MBA, BS, MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering, Solid State Physics,
Materials Science, or Computer Science, you can catch the wave with
Advanced Micro Devices. AMD's wave carries the most exciting career
opportunities in the semiconductor industry with a company that just passed
$300 million in sales, and has its sights set on being a Fortune 500 company.

ENTIUES DUE
MANAGER
PARnCIPANT
MEETING
Wed, Jan 19
Wed, Jan 26
Wed, Jon 26
Wed, Feb 2
Wed, Feb 2
Wed, Feb 9
Wed, Feb 16
Wed. Feb23
Wed, Feb 23
Wed, March 2
Wed, March 9
Wed, March 23
Wed, March 23
Wed, March 00
Wed, April 13
Wed, April13
Wed, April20
Wed, April20
Wed, April20
Wed, April27

ACTIVITY

J1.11! Cuvurcua

Alison Foote goes up for two in a game at the Pit earlier in
the season. The 5-4 Lobos return home for a nonconference .game against New Mexico Highlands Thursday night.

Grapplers To Meet More
Tough Mat Competition
The University of New Mexico
wrestling team takes a 6-1 dual meet
record on the road once again this
week after winning two of three
matches in Oklahoma.
The Lobos defeated Central State
(Oklahoma}, which was ranked first
in the NAIA, by a 32-19 count, and
beat Indiana State 25-18. The Sycamores were ranked in the top 20 earlier this year. UNM lost to Oklahoma State; ranked first in NCAA, 46·
0.
The Lobos will face two wrestling
powerhouses. Arizona State, ranked
in the top 10 nationally, and CalState, . Bakersfield, ranked first in
NCAA Division II, will provide the
opposition in a double dual meet
Saturday.
Sophomore Ralph Harrison continues to lead the team in victories
(16) and falls (10). Ha!Tison went
2-1 overthe weekend at 134 pounds,
anew weight for him. Chris Luttrell
(126) also went 2-1 on the trip. Both
underclassmen are closing in on the
school record for falls, held by Brad
Bitterman (16).
"Again, the competition will be
tough, but 1 think we're up to it,"
said UNM coach Bill Dotson. "We

wrestled very well against some
very good teams. I wasn't sure how
we'd do since we had the weight

• 8'11

~

I! llol!lte Only

• Auto

r;u

STAP.T
DATE
Sat, Jan 29
Mon. Jan 01
Mon. Feb 7
Sat, Feb 12
Sat, Feb 19
Man, Feb 21
Sat, Feb 26
Mon. March 21
Mon. March 28
Mon. April 11
Sun, April 17

None
Wed, Feb 16
Wed, Feb 16
Wed, Feb 20
Wed, March 9
Wed, March 23
Wed, April 6
Wed, April 10

Faculty/Staff Noon Hour Intramural Schedule
Men and Women
ACTIVITY
Dosketboll
Valentines Couples Run
Dance-Exercise
Volleyball
Slow Pitch
Cross Country Race
Sprtng Tennis Classic

ENTRIES DUE
MANAGER
PARnCtPANT
MEmNG
Thurs, Jan 27
Thurs. Feb 10

START
DATE
Mon. Jon 31
Sot, Feb 12
Mon. Feb 14
Mon. March 28
Mon. April 11

None

Thurs. Match 24
Thurs. April 7
-Dote to be AnnouncedThurs. April 21
Fri. April 22

Mandatory manager/participant meetings ore at 12:00 noon In

rm. 230, Johnson Gym.

Special Population. Campus Recreation Program
Men and Women Spring 1983
ENTIUES DUE
MANAGER
PARnCIPANT
MEmNG
Wed, Feb 2
Wed, Feb 23
Wed, April 20

ACTIVITY
frMThrow
Table T•nnls
Dill lords

changes and everything, but we
came off the holiday break very
well."
Kelly Wilson will wrestle for the
first time since high school. Wilson
played defense for the UNM football
teamlastfall. "Wedon'texpecthim
to do much right away," Dotson
said. "But he could finish fourth in
the WAC, and that counts as one
team point. That could make a difference. "

HARRY'S PLACE
OUR FRENCH FRIES
ARE CUT FRESH DAILY
AND FRIED IN ONLY
PURE VEGETABLE OIL
Small.48¢
Large .72¢

~TAP.T

DATE
Sun, Feb 6
Sat, Feb 26
Mon. April 25

Handicapped Instructional Recreation Program

BILL DOTSON

SALE
copies

Swim Meet
Korfboll
lnnertube Basketball
Valentines Couples Run
DUllards
Team Dowling
Table Tennis
Indoor Soccer
Volleyball
Ulllmote Frisbee
lntramurorhon

ENTIUES DUE
MANAGER
PARnCIPANT
MEmNG
Wed. Jan 26
Wed, Jan 26
Wed. Feb 2

START DATE MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 1980
Swimming
W•lght Training
Racquetball
Y09a or Dosketboll

Tues & Thurs 5:00-6:.:30 p.m.
Sot&Sun 12:00-1:00p.m.
Tues & Thurs 6:30-7:.:30 p.m.
Man & Wed 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Tues & Thurs 7:30-8:00 p.m.
Sot & Sun 1:00-2:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00·8:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00·12:00 p.m.
Sunday 9:00-12:00 p.m.
Wednesday 6:00-7:30 p.m.

Olympic Pool
Johnson Gym
Racquetball Court # 2
Auxiliary Gym

RECREATION HOURS • SPRING 1983
John10n Gym Main .Ar.no
Monday through Friday ......... , ... ,, .......... ,,, .............. 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
.................................. , , ..•.....•................... 3: 15 p.m. - 9:15 p.m.
Saturday .. ,,,, .... , .•••. , ........... , .......................... 11:00 o.m. ·5:00p.m.
Sunday .... , ................................................... 12:00 p.m.-5:00p.m.
Auxiliary Gym
.•
Monday, Wednesday, Friday..................... , .. , .... , ....... 12:00p,m. • 1:00 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday.,,, .................................. 4:00p.m.· 9:15p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday ............................................... 4:45p.m. -9:15p.m.
Saturday .... , ....•••...••••. , .....•....•...........•••...••... , 11:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Sunday' ........................................................ 12:00 p.m. - 5:00 P• m.
Weight Room
Monday, Wednesday, Friday .................................... , 12:00 p.m.- 1:00 p.m.
.•.......•... , •...••..................... , .... , ................. 5:00p.m.- 9:15p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday ............................................... 5:00p.m.· 9:15p.m.
Saturday ........................................ , .............. 11:00.a.m.- 5:00p.m.
Sunday ........ , ............ , ...•.•. , .•.•......•......•..•..... 12:00 p.m. -5:00p.m.

Handball Courts • Reservations Avolloble
Monday, Wednesday, Friday.................... , ................ 12:00 p.m.- 1:00 p.m.
. ...••. , . , .••..•••.........................•. , .•. , .. , .....•.........••... CFacultyiStoff)
.......... , ..................................................... 4:00p.m.- 9:15p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday .............................................. 12:15 p.m.-2:00p.m.
.•.•••.....•....•..•.••.•..•.....•............................•••... , .••• (Faculry/Staff)
•• , ••.........•..•....•.......•.........•....•..•. , .•..•.....•.. 3: 15 p.m. - 9: 15 p.m.
Saturday ...•. , •..•.•.•. , ...•.....•...............•.•••. , ....••. 11:00 a.m. -5:00p.m.
Sunday, .•.•.•....• _•....... , .....••.••..•.......•.•........... 12:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m.
'
Swimming Pool
Monday through Friday........................................... 7:00 o.m. -3:00p.m.
(Lones Only) Srudents. Foculry. Stoff Only, - No Children or Guests
(Spouse Lone Swimming Available) ............. , ................ 8:00 o.m. • 10:00 o.m.
(Pool Closed).. ...... ., .......................................... 0:.:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Entire Pool Open ................................................ 5:30p.m. -9:00p.m.
(Studenrs, Faculty, Stoff. Children ond Guesrsl
Saturday ............................................. , ........ 11:00 a.m.-4:45p.m.
Sunday ........................................................ 12:00 p.m. -4:45p.m.
Cortlsle Gym
Monday through Friday ...• , ...................................... 7:00p.m.· 9:15p.m.
(Norrh Side of Gym)
Saturday, Sunday., .... , , ....................................... 12:00 p.m. - 4:00p.m.
Tennis Courts (North Courts)
Monday through Friday. , , .............................. , .......... , • .. . .. Down ro Dusk
Saturday ............................................................. 1:00 p.m.- Dusk
Sunday ................ , . , , ........... , . , . .. • .. • . .. . .. . • .. .. . . . . . . .. .. • Down ro Dusk
(East Courts (A) )
Monday, Wednesday, Friday........................................... 4:00p.m.- Dusk
Tuesday, Thursday .................................................... 3:15 p.m. - Dusk
Saturday, Sunday . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • . Dawn ro Dusk
(East Courts (D) )
Mondny, Wednesday, Friday..................................... , ..... 3:00p.m. ~ Du~
Tuesdoy, Thursday ................ , ...... , ........ , ................... 3:15p.m.· Du
Saturday .....•.•.......•• ,, .•.••..• , ..•.•....•.••.•.•.•. , .••.•• , •••• 12:00 p.m. -Dusk
Sunday ................. , ......... , ......... , •.•..•..... , . , ......... , ... Down to Dusk

G•twaway/Speclal Ev•nts Spring 1983

EveM
Self Defen.. Seminar
Vol•ntlne'a Coupl•s Run
Carlisle Gym
WhHicholr Dosliefboll
CI'Ou CoUMry Ski CliniC
Carlisle
Gym
Voll•yboll or Dask.,boll
Enchanted Trtangl• Ski
SnoWJhoe Trip
*Forfeit Fee
Slow Pitch Toumey
Dane• tor Heart
AU monog•rlportlclporlt me•tlngs or• mandatory and or• held at 4:15 p.m. In room 154 tiJeras Troll PJdl>
of Johnson Gym. All starring dates are subject to change, so manager meetings ore very Fl•sta Done•
Important! The Intramural Office Is located In room 200 of Johnson Gym (NE corner). Phone Grond canyon Trip
277-5151.
GooiDall

Carlisle Gym

"•gllfrOtlon Deodllne
Wed. Feb. 2
Frl. Feb. 11
Thrs. Feb. 15
Thrs. Feb. 17
Thrs. Feb. 24
Fri. Mar. 25
Fri. Apr. 1
Thrs. Apr. 21

Come by 230 Johnson Gytn to
pick up your Free colorful ·

Intramural Wall Hanger.
Room 230, Johnson Gym (NE Corner), Phone 277-5151

Start Dot•
Thrs. F'eb. d
Sot. Feb 12
Thrs. Feb 17 &Sat. Feb 19
Thrs. Feb 24 &Sun Feb. 27
Sot. Mat. 5
l'rl. Apr. 8 & Sun Apr. 10
Sot. Apr. 9
Sot. Apr. 16
Sot. Apr. 23
Thrs. Apr. 28
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1. Personals
HAPPY JIIRl'HDAY EDGAR- you po' boy!
Love, Roderick and Maeline,
·
1/19
DURANGO SNOWDOWN. SKI the hottest slopes in
Colorad9 Jan. 27·30. Call Student Travel Ccnter277·

tm

w~

SANDY,IIAPPY 21Sl'. Love is only ours to borrow.
1119
WmGHT·EATING PnOBLEMS, lndividuai/Gro~p
programs. Free inf9rmation, int~rview: Dr. L11wrence
OoodUve, HO Vassar SE, 256-1~53,
1/24
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS seeking employment
for Spring semester. Please apply at Food Service
Office at Student Union Building.
1128
f'EMALE CIRCUMCISION, POL¥GAMV, purdah, brideprice and more in Women in World
Cultures. Women Studies 279.003. Cali H~186,
Information- 277-3854.
1/21
STUilENT VOI.UNTEER'l Nt;EDED in 35 com·
munlty agencies. Gain satisfaction of service and
valuable experience. Cnll247·0497 or2~6-1663. 3/4
GET JAZZED UP. You and your main squee~e con
wiuot» ltill!.liY when "The Great Quartet" comes to
town. McCoy Tyner, Freddie Hubbard, Eddie Gomez
and AI Foster. Jan. 20, Kiva Auditorium, 8:15p.m.
Tickets now at all Giant Ticket outlets. Don't miss it,
Tell your friends,
1120
SINGIIItS, J.;SPECIALI.Y MEN, needed for
Handel's Messiah, Parts 11-lll. Rehearsals on
Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m., at fllrst Congregational
Church,l.omas and Girard. Call Felicia 296-0396.
1/21
SPRING BRt:AK IN New York! Earn up to three
credit hours In fine arts {T.A. 290·002 (41 15)). Shows,
tours, seminars. 292· 719S, 277-4332,
I /21
IIEST KEI'T SECRET In town! Find your voice in
black women writers class. Women Studies 234-001,
Tu·Th 11·12:15.
1/21
Off, FUUGEI 011, delicioi!S fudg~l Now at the
Mixed Bag, 121 YnieSE, V. block south of Central.
1/21
"!lEfOR•:, DUIUNG AND After Your New
Computer," a serninar at the Hilton on Jan. 27 and
28, presented by Access Innovations, 265-359 L 1121
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST NOW accepting
submissions In lllernture, visual arts, theatre, dance,
film, video and music, Deadline Feb. 21. For more
information, call 277·5656 or 242·7046.
1/21
CEL'S PIZZA. NO. I special. a slice of pepperoni
pizza, salad and soda for $1.65. Cel's Special· slice
of pepperoni pizza ~nd soda for $1.01. Across from
UNM on Central.
1/19
MAZATLAN SPRING BREAK, $188-train, $319·
plane, space Is limited. Oavc881-1668.
1121
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices In town I Two for
SS, Four for $7, Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
SE, on the corner of Silver and Wellesley, or call 26S1323.
tfn
FltEE INCENSE, FOR your free supply and catalog,
rush a self-addressed stamped envelope to Oasis
Incense Co, Box.430SP, Kansas City, Kansas 66104,
1/21
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Oreenwlclt Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless, $54.50 (regular $65,00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 MenauiN,E,.across from LaBeUes.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trnception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn

2. Lost & Found

GUITAR LESSONS. ~LJ. styles, 21 year' teaching,
Jolln Mitchell268-0496,
1/28
ALTERI\TIONS. WE DO all kinds of alterations,
lowest prices in town. California Fasllions, 2324
Central, across from UNM. 266-6872.
1121
GUil'AR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE,
265-3315, ·
·
tfn
TYPING. MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology,
Papers, lab reports, etc, After 6 p.m. 821·4378, 1/21
SCUBA INSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT and travel,
PADI and/or NAUI certiflcatipn, Ali levels, Call
Albuquerque Divers. Den 294-1886,
1/19
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING/ Other
Secretarial Services in my home. Call the Other
1/21
Office, 884-6564.

4. Housing
ROOMMATE WANTED: SHARE deluxe, furnished
three-bedroom home, W:1sher, dryer, dishwasher,
located near Albuq. Academy, IS minutes to UNM.
Looking for considerate individual $17~/mo. plus V.
Utilities approximoteiy$30/mo. Evenings 821-3190,
1/21
UNf'URNISHED HOUSE. SMALL two bedroom.
Offstreet parldng, enclosed yeard, super clean, new
carpet. Near Lomas and San Mateo. Adults. One year
lease. $240 month, $200 damage deposit.. 611-A
Madison NE. 255·6988, 888-3000.
1125
ROOMMATE NEEDED, 1WO-bedroom apart·
ment. $155/mo pius electricity, On bus route to
UNM. Call88+8653 after6 p.m.
1/25
QUIET HOME NORTH Valley, \1.\ ncr~. good
ganlening, three bedrooms, two baths, A/C,, low
utilities, kids, pets, one year lease, D/P $395, DO,
Feb. 1.
1/19
ONE DR $230. Studio $200 furnished apd utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. Four blocks to UNM. 8426170.
1/31
ROOMMATE WANTED TO shore house with
married couple. Near UNM and golf course. $190
plus share util. 265·0388.
1120
ROOMMATE WANTED: 1WO·bedroom furnished
apartment. Utilities paid. $120/mo. Marcello 2661814.
1/19
SEARCIUNG FOR HOUSING? Residence halls are
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
comfort and economy in housing and food service.
Space is available for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4, Or call
277-2606
1/21
SHARE NICE HOUSE nearby. Furnished, Utilities
included. S17S plus DO. Serious male student. 268·
6617.
1/21
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, S240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 Univ~rsity NE. 243·2494. tfn
FREE RENT TO ROOMMATE possible, ira exchange for minor ltelp. Bernalillo, NM- 15 minutes
from campus. 867-4476, 867·2221.
1/21
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
HOUSEMATE WANTED: MATURE, financially
responsible, nonsmoker. to share cozy, 3-BR home
w/fireplace. Large yards 'w/gardening space:
$200/month includes utilities. Toni 255·831 5,
evenings,
I /21
HOUSEMATE- NONSMOKER.
SPACIOUS,
northeast. $150 pius utilities. 843-7279 (leave
message).
1/21
NICE EFFICIENCY, MORNINGSIDE NE. Single,
1/21
$180. 299·8543.

LOST: SILVER BRACELET with white bear set In
bla_ck ~quare, Sentimental value. Reward 281·1269,
1/19
fOUND BROWN COAT with two scarfs, found near
Campus Post Offlce. Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
1/21
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessioh5 at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

Work Study Jobs
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Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday

Bright Future Futon COmpany
Spacesaver futons: :11' x!l1' - S85
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Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
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Breakfast Special
2 eggs, toast,
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(this coupon good for
1 video game with
breakfast purchase)
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ANY STUDENT INTERESTED in g~ing sklin~ at
Santa Fe, please sign. up at the Nattve Amencan
Studies Center building by FridaY, Jan. 21.
1/20
UNM SUB RECREATION Annual ACU·l Regional
Qualifier Tourn11ment: Eight-bali, billiards. foosball
aqd table tennis. Friday, Jan. 21, 6:30 P;m. _to
completion. Winners go to CoioradP Stnte Untverstty
in Fort Collins, Colorado for Regionais Feb. 17-19.
Admission: $3-singles, $5-doubles, submit by 4 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 21.
l/21
LESBIAN AND GAY students: Gl.SU's "Welcome
Back!" meeting will be Jan. 19, 7:3(! p.m., SUB
231B·C. Bring your friends!.
l/19
IN}'ORMAL SORORITY RUSH . begins Sunday,
jan. 231 Sign up at Student Activities in th~ SU13
Jan. 21. Friendship, scholarship, icadersinp, soctal
activities, service - a home awaY from home. J 121

?Y

Student Travel
Center
presents:

Exciting Trips for

~83

Jan 27~30
Dunmgo Snowdown
Feb 12~14
Taos Ski Bash
Feb 19~20
Monument Trip Soutl1
Feb 25~28
Ski Enchanted Triangle
(Red River, Angel Fire~ Tiws)

Spring Break in Mazatlan
April2-3
April9~10
April16~17

April 28-May 2

Monument Ski Trip North
Wild Water Rafting # 1
Wild Water Rfting # 2
Pre~finals Party

Call 277-2336 or
co111e visit office
24B SUB Basement near the Gmnes Area.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

·•·t ·
_...CITY
2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink

265-8846

NEED TICKETS TO NCAA Men's Basketball final
four. Will pay tripie the price for good seats. Calli·
303-486-3593 anytime!.
1/27
THE ALBUQUERQUE TRIBUNE is offering
student rates this semester, At Sit you save nearly 40
percent. To order, call 842-2200. Campus delivery
1121
only.
FREE INCENSE, FOR your free sample supply and
catalog, rush a self-addressed stamped long envelope
to Oasis .incense Co., Box 4305M, Kan•as City,
1121
l\ans.2s66104.
STUDENT DIRECTOniES NOW available! $1 at
UNM )lookstore and Information Center In SUB.
Limited supply, get yours now!.
1/28

9. Las N oticias

$80 TO NEW York, one way leaving Jan.,27, 9:15
a.m. from Albuquerque airport. Cali Regina 2569180 after 5 p.m.
1127

liTES

r--------_,_,_ __ _ _

• All Brands Soluflons
• Polishing SerVIce
• Discount Prices

8. Miscellaneous

WANTED: (lOOD QU,.\LITY Racing ·Touring
bicycle. Call Max arter7:30 p.m. 266-6940.
1/3!

7. Travel

.!.Ill ( ~ntr.ll ''"'· '•.E. Albuuu~rOII<' .!.35·'1671

CONTACT LENS

4306 Lomas NE

WORK-STUDY QUALIFIED person need.ed for
accounting and office work in business qff!ce of the
Daily Lobo, Apply in 131 Manon Hall between 8
1/21
a.m. and S p.m. Ask for Maryann Cutter.
TUTORS NEEDED FOR spring semester. Primarily
math, English, biology, accounting, chemistry,
engineering and economics, Work-study preferred.
Call Athletic Advisement Office, 277-6536.
1/21
U.S. TOBACCO COMPANY Is seeking a college
representative to present company and products on
and around campus. Send resume to P.O. Box 35157,
Station D, Albuquerque, NM 87176.
1/31
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN employment for
Spring semester, apply at Food Service Office in
1/28
Student Union Building,
MEN AND WOMEN needed to sell Imported
Moroccan leather goods, shirts, dresses. Also highfashion and neve It~· belts, headbands and accessories,
20"!o commission. Must have car; Contact Michel M.
JbgU)' (or leave name and pho;te number) at 1710\1.\
GoidSE.
tfn
PART-TIME .JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply Ill person, no phone calls
please. Savewily Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Mer.aul NE.
2/11
TUTOR, FRIEND AND advisor needed for 13-yearoid girl. 2:30..5:30 p.m. weekdays. Female preferred.
University student will have lime to study. Evenings
255-7387.
1/21
CRmSE SHIP .JOBS! $14-$28,000. Carribean,
Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory, newsletter.
1-916-973-1111.
2/25
NEED RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE to deliver flyers
house-to-house, $3/hr, cash. 265·1431.
1/19

WE liVE
CliFFS

Auto Feed

EUQOPE '131 FREE Information kit! All major
tours. Student prices, newsletter. Rush 51 (post and
handling) to; European Clearinghouse. Box 2062-D,
Walnut Creek, CA 94595,
. 1/20
ADVERTISE YOUQ TRIP, adventure or ride needs
In !he Dally Lobo.
tfn

Employment

Be

SALE
" 11 \"olh\U only

~·

St. Pauli Beer
valid
must be
$1.99
thru 1·21
over 21

3. Services

8

TREASURE!! 'N rLEASURES, "17 Eubank. NE,
292·7722, New idea in pew and us~ furniture,
pleasant atmosphere, IS'Io dlscouqt on aU Items to
UNM students with 10 and ad. Free delivery over
$50. Mon-Fri 9:30·5:30, Sat 9;30.3:00. Visa and
Master Charge,
1/25
1974 VESPA 150-super motorscooter, 91 S miles,
$700 firm. Karen 898-1891.
1/25
COMPUTERS- COMMODORE-(14, VIC-20 and
other fine Commodore equipment. For lowest prices
1/21
in town, coutact Mac (8·12 a.m.) at265-7006,
1976 RENAULT, ONE owper. Excellent condition,
good tires, good battery, AM,FM radio, luggage
1/24
rack, 35 mpg. $1SOO. Call Bobbie 277·5141.
1971 SIX-CYLINDER Maverick. New tires, reupholstered, $750/best offer, Ann 292-0310, 277·
5161.
1/24
Tl·59 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR with
PC-100 printer. Extra paper, mag cards and more,
$350, will consider seiling separate. Phone 293-6407,
ask for Ron.
1/24
AI.MOST NEW FLAMENCO sl!oes, size 7, 2428.933. .
1/24
197~ VWSUPER Beetle, $1600. 281·5365,
1/21
KELTY BACKPACK, LARGE outside frame. Call
Tom 255-1549,
1/21

UNM's
Favorite
Pastrami Pub

for Spring Semester.
Apply at Food S.rvlc•
Offlc• In th• SUD

WILL BABYSIT YOUR child MWF full or part·
time. Fenced yard, nice neighborhood. One mile from
UNM. 262.0591.
1/25
EXPERT TYPING. THESIS, dissertations, briefs.
Medical, legal. Reasonable, Helen 299-5351.
2/1
ItO~
TYPING/EDITING service.
Retired
professor. Grammar, spelling, confidentiality
guaranteed. 292·343 I.
1/28
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense or humor. Some
genius. 242-3093.
1/31
A· I TYPIST. 'fERM papers, resumes.299·8970,
1/31
24 HOUR TYPING service. 881·0628.
2/1
RF..SUME PJ.US COMPOSED by personnel
specialist, M.A. Pius interview tips and cover letters.
298-6006.
1/21
DABYSITfiNG MOM WILL care for infant/child.
Near campus. Flexible schedule OK. 242-3768. 1/21

5. ForSale

Check our stock of
Cliffs Notes for the help
you need in under~
standing difficult novels, plays and poems.
Millions of students use
them to earn better
grades in literat.ure.

GET CLIFFS NOiES
HERE:

Student Book Store
2112 Central SE

243·1777

Opposite UNM

ACROSS
1 Melody
5 Shoran's kin
10 Frog genus
14 Stadium
15 Soap plant
16 Plenty:
Archaic
17 Mail class
19 Median
20 Car deal
21 Jostled
23 Disintegrate
25Sin
·
26 Unproductive
29 Calculating
art
34 Fruit drinks
35 Asian gulf
37 Plated alloy
38 Head
39 Menial
41 Pronoun
42 Cease fire
44 Allot
45 Mrs.
Copperfield
46 Bearded
48 "Julius-"
50-glance
51 Animal food

53 Has fun
TUESDAY'S
57 Stores grain
PUZZLE SOLVED
61 Aloud
62 Excessive
64 California city F.-f:~E65 Net
66 Sicily town
67 Opposers
68 Fished
69 Costly
DOWN
1 Kind
2 Across
3
Hindu mendicant
·4 Aircraft
5 Sensible
6 Rectify
7 Beetle
8 Out of a gale
9 Civil War
guerrilla
10 Regret
11 Once more
12 Swelling
13 Cowed
18 Dry
22 B'nai24 NFL teams
26 African
27 Beautify

I!!--~~~~

28 Enigma
30 "Step -

47 Luggage item
49 Niche
-!"
52 Sierra 31 Combos
53 Sport
32 Within: Prefix 54 Irish excla·
33 - Romero
mation
55 Created
36 Fonteyn's
56 Widgeon
title
39 "From 58 Lovers' 59 Alcohol
- sea;'
40 Supported
burner
43 French wine, 60 Sizzle
45 Craved
63 Coin of yore

